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The Sacred Grove is named after the school and the property on which  
it stands. A sacred grove is a grove of trees dedicated to a deity. Behind the school 
building stands an ancient peepal tree, an image of Lord Ganesha and snake stones, 
making “The Grove” into a sacred grove.
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“The school shall have served its purpose best, fulfilled its object effectively,  
if, in addition to the teaching of the three Rs and all the things that go by the 
scholastic name, the wonderful niceties of life are also inculcated, without which  
man as a gregarious animal would be written down in history as a failure.

Let  the school be the centre, the nucleus, the focus, radiating not distrust,  
not factions, not a spirit of partnership, but the spirit of oneness and harmony  
towards conjoint effort and the fulfilment of conjoint purpose and the reaching  
towards that goal for which all of us are yearning.”

Dr. C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar
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PRESidENT’S MESSAGE

Dr. Nanditha Krishna
President

The C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar Foundation

2021-2022 has been a difficult year. The school was 
closed for the first few months of the academic year and 
the teachers had to conduct online classes. Although our 
classes are smaller than those of the average school, it was 
still difficult for teachers to manage 30 to 36 children at a 
time on a monitor. However, our staff were dedicated and 
worked very hard to fulfill the requirements and complete 
the portions.

In spite of the limited time that our teachers had to impart face to face education, 
we still managed to get very good results in ISC and ICSE with 100% distinction 
in both exams. This year’s highest mark in ISC was 98.75% and the highest mark 
in ICSE was 97%.  My congratulations to the Principal, Teachers and students 
for their hard work in difficult circumstances to achieve good results, especially 
centums in several subjects.

We hope 2022-2023 will be a regular year where children can come to school, 
socialize with each other, play games, use the library, learn music and dance, 
yoga, art and craft and all the other facilities provided by the school. Education 
cannot be limited to classwork alone. Many other inputs go into giving children 
a holistic education, as provided by The Grove School.
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CHAiRPERSON’S MESSAGE

Ms. M. Bargavi Devendra
Chairperson

The Grove School

Hearty congratulations to Dr. Nanditha Krishna and  
Dr. Prashanth Krishna for the excellent performance of the 
students and the education imparted by The Grove School. 
It is a great moment of pride as the School has secured 
cent percent good results with distinction in both the ICSE  
(Xth Std.) and ISC (XIIth std.) examinations.

I congratulate Miss O. Pranathi and Miss Sri Manasveni for 
their excellent performance in the ISC (Class XII) examination, 
and Mr. A. Aashiq Rasool and Ms. Parvathy Venkatesh for 
their performance in the ICSE (Class X) examination.

The students getting centum in Mathematics, Chemistry, Biology and History is 
marvellous. 

My appreciation to the Principal and Teachers, despite the Covid-19 pandemic 
situation, strained themselves for preparing the students for the examinations 
and bringing out an outstanding performance.

May god almighty bless you all for the excellent work done in bringing credit to 
the organisation.

Jai Hind.
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THE CORRESPONDENT SPEAKS…

Dr. Prashanth Krishna
Correspondent

The Grove School

Dear Readers,

The last two academic years were tough and different from 
the normal way of conducting classes. Since March 2020 The 
Grove School was forced to conduct online classes due to the 
outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic. We successfully faced the 
challenges of time and technology caused by the outbreak of the 
pandemic. It was not until February 2022 that full in-person 
classes resumed. We are really proud of our teachers who had 
done all that they could do to make the best of hard times. Our 
teachers have done an extremely commendable job. We pay our 

condolences to everyone who lost their near and dear ones during the pandemic.

For the eleventh consecutive year all of our students have secured 100% distinction 
with good marks in the ICSE board exams that were conducted from the end of 
April 2022. Also for the fourth consecutive year all of our students have secured 
100% distinction with good marks in the ISC board exams that were conducted 
from the end of April 2022. 

It is wonderful to have all our students back in the School. It is lovely to hear the 
sweet and lovely voices of the children. We pray that the good times have returned 
for good and will last permanently by the grace of god almighty. It is with the good 
wishes of parents and students of our School that we have sailed through this 
rough patch. 

My best wishes to everyone-Members of the Management, staff, parents and 
students all the time always. 
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FROM THE PRINCIPAL’S DESK….

Mrs. S.M Sujatha
Principal

The Grove School

Dear Students,

Finally, the campus is lively and vibrant with your presence 
that I longed for. We are still not out of the woods but we know 
how to manage safely. We learnt to handle worst challenges and 
overcome them and all this accentuated our learning curve and 
these experiences no doubt resulted in wisdom. 

We now have the best of both worlds. Conventional education 
with a blend of technology and this hybrid education has no doubt, enhanced our 
learning experience. Yet I have just one word of caution. Let us not depend on 
technology too much.  That is because our advancement has robbed us of some 
very simple joys of life. The vicarious pleasure that we get reading a book the 
thrill of borrowing books from library, reading and writing reviews etc. All these 
were done so religiously sometime back but now reading and writing has become 
a major disability for most of us. Isn’t it? 

Besides complacency has set in and we are in a comfort zone that we have forgotten 
to strive for excellence. The teachers and the management are relentlessly trying 
to facilitate the best learning experience for you and so you have to make the best 
use of their time and knowledge to benefit from the same. We provide you a warm 
and homely environment with limited students only to ensure that you have that 
individual attention and supervision and remember that this freedom and liberty 
should not make you forget the desired outcome that the teachers expect from 
you. I know each one of you are loaded with talents and I want you to cooperate 
with the teachers who are trying to bring the best out of you. This year let us take 
a vow that The Grove Team will make itself visible in all arenas be it studies or 
extracurricular activities. We will set our bench mark high and step up and prove 
ourselves as a mighty team.
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EVENTS & ACHiEVEMENTS Of THE GROVE SCHOOL

Board Exam Results

iCSE Results

The Grove School secured 100% pass with distinction for the eleventh consecutive year in 
the ICSE Board Examination 2022 conducted in the month of April 2022. CISCE results 
were published on July 17, 2022 and the School topper was A. Ashiq Rasool with 97% 
followed by Parvathy Venkatesh who secured 96%. Our students secured centum in the 
following subjects: 

1. Kavya Raghavendran secured centum in Mathematics. 
2. Muhammed Fayaz A secured centum in Biology.
3. Parvathy Venkatesh and B. Rikish secured centum in History.

Nine students scored above 90% in their overall aggregate. They are as follows: 
•	 Two students, P.R. Anujen and B. Rikish scored 99% in Computer Science.
•	 S. Lakshmi Kanth secured 99% in Physical Education.
•	 In English 10 students secured above 90%.
•	 In Language 3 students secured above 90%.
•	 In Maths 13 students secured above 90%. 
•	 In Social Studies 11 students secured above 90%.
•	 In Science 5 students secured above 90%.
•	 In Computer Science 9 students secured above 90%.
•	 In Physical Education 7 students secured above 90%. 
•	 In Art 6 students secured above 90%.

iSC Results

The ISC Board Examination 2022 results were published on July 24, 2022. It was an 
outstanding 100% pass with distinction for the fourth consecutive year. The school topper 
was O. Pranathi with 98.75% followed by R. Sri Manasveni who secured 97.25%.

Number of centums in various subjects 
•	 O. Pranathi, R. Sri Manasveni and V. Vijay Karthick secured 100% in 

Mathematics.
•	 O. Pranathi secured 100% in Chemistry.

Besides there were students who scored 99 % in various subjects.
•	 Neelesh Sarathy and S. Tharun scored 99% in Maths. 
•	 Neelesh Sarathy scored 99% in Physics.
•	 O. Pranathi secured 99% in Biology.
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There were achievers who scored above 90% in various subjects. 
•	 In English 17 students secured above 90 % with Sri Manasveni topping at 97%.
•	 In Maths 7 students secured above 90%.
•	 In Physics 6 students secured above 90%.
•	 In Chemistry 3 students secured above 90%.
•	 In Biology 2 students secured above 90%.
•	 In Computer Science 4 students secured above 90%.
•	 In Economics 1 student secured above 90%.
•	 In Commerce 3 students secured above 90%. 
•	 In Accounts 1 student secured above 90%. 
•	 The overall aggregate of 6 students was above 90%.

2021

June 4 The academic year 2021-2022 started on an online mode through 
MS Teams platform for all the classes. 

June 21 - 23 Science teachers attended a three day workshop organised by 
Rachana Sagar Publications. A lot of ideas on how to handle online 
classes for Science subjects to make it experiential and interesting 
was shared by teachers from various schools.

 International Yoga Day was observed and there were Yoga 
demonstrations by various classes on June 21, 2021.  

July 4 A webinar was launched by Ashoka University exclusively for std. 
XI and XII students introducing the concept of multi-disciplinary 
approach of liberal education and its application in the Indian 
context.

August 11  Bannari Amman Institute of Technology, Sathyamangalam conducted 
a webinar to enrich teachers on various aspects of teaching and 
challenges they faced in teaching during the Covid-19 pandemic. 
Topics that were covered in the webinar were as follows:
1. Quiz challenge as an effective mode of online assessment. 
2. Interactive worksheets and animation as an effective tool for  
 cracking Maths problems.
3. Experimental demonstration in Science.
4. Virtual Lab as an effective hub for learning and teaching  
 Science subjects. 
5. Creating professional presentation and videos. 

August 14 A Parent-Teacher Meeting (PTM) was conducted online through MS 
Teams for std. XI and XII to discuss mainly about the change in 
the board pattern. This new pattern did raise a lot of concerns for 
parents which was addressed and all their doubts were clarified. 

August 15  Virtual Independence Day was celebrated on MS Teams. Primary 
classes had a dress up day and they dressed up as national leaders 
and a small skit was presented by the students of std. IX to XII. 
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August 26  As per government directive the Management decided to reopen 
School for classes IX to XII. A PTM was conducted and the Standard 
Operating Procedures (SOPs) were discussed. Parents’ cooperation 
was sought in helping the School for the smooth functioning of the 
same.  

August 30 Krishna Jayanthi was virtually celebrated. The students of lower 
primary and kindergarten dressed up as Krishna and Radha and 
entertained us through MS Teams.

September 1 In-person classes resumed for classes IX to XII following all the SOPs 
advised by the Government of Tamil Nadu. 

September 15 The Covid-19 vaccination drive was conducted by the Chennai 
Corporation in the campus of The Grove School and children in the 
age group of 16 and above got their first dose of vaccination. 

September 18 - 22  Council of Indian School Certificate Examinations (CISCE) conducted 
training programmes for the teachers handling ISC. The teachers 
who attended the training programme were
1. Mrs. Usha T - English
2. Mr. Karthick J - Physics 

September 21 The Principal attended the ISC convener’s virtual meeting conducted 
by Sishya School, Chennai regarding centre arrangement for 
semester-I board examination.

 The quarterly exams began on September 13, 2021. 
October 4 The School reopened for the second term. In-person classes resumed 

for classes IX to XII. Other classes continued to be online. 
October 5 - 9  Open day was conducted in a staggered manner for all the classes.
October 10 CISCE conducted training programme for ISC and the following 

teachers attended the training programme: 
1. Mrs. Asha Saravanan - Computer Science  
2. Mrs. Latha Sarathy - Accounts
3. Mrs. Jayashree Balachandran - Economics

October 20 Mrs. S.M. Sujatha, Principal conducted the ICSE Convenor Meeting 
to finalise the centre arrangement, appointment of supervising 
examiner and invigilator for the Schools. 

 The Principal attended the ASISC Tamil Nadu Regional meeting to 
discuss about the semester-I examination pattern and reopening of 
Primary and Middle Schools. 

November 8    In-person classes resumed for primary and middle school as per 
government directives. 

November 9 - 10 CISCE conducted a training programme for ICSE and the following 
teachers underwent the training programme: 
1. Mrs. Nirmala P.P. - Chemistry
2. Ms. Preethiba - Geography
3. Mrs. Beena Dinesh - English
4. Mrs. Dalia S - Biology
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November 15 - 19 Viva-Voce for the following ISC subjects was conducted by external 
examiners appointed by CISCE on the following days: 
1. November 15, 2021 - Economics 
2. November 16, 2021 - Accounts
3. November 17,2021  - Computer Science (Planning & Practicals)
4. November 17, 2021 - Business Studies 
5. November 19, 2021 - Commerce

November 16 Council meeting was convened and the Principal attended the 
meeting to discuss the changes to be adapted for the semester-I 
board examination pattern and the evaluation process to be followed 
immediately after the exams. 

November 22 ISC semester-I board examination commenced.
November 29 ICSE semester-I board examination commenced.
december  The half-yearly exams were conducted. The school closed for the 

half-yearly vacation from December 25, 2021.

2022

January 3 School reopened. The final term began. Mrs. Usha T was promoted 
as the Headmistress to assist Mrs. S.M Sujatha, Principal in the 
academics and administration of The School.  

January 5 An awareness programme was conducted by a team of doctors to 
address the students on various issues concerning Covid-19. The 
programme was organised by Motherhood Group of Hospitals.

January 6  Viva-Voce for ISC (Mathematics) was conducted by external 
examiners appointed by CISCE. The session happened in The Grove 
School campus.

January  Board practical exam and viva-voce were conducted for ICSE and 
ISC students for the following subjects:
1. January 19, 2022 – English I, English II & Physics
2. January 21, 2022 – Chemistry
3. January 24, 2022 – Art Paper I 
4. January 24, 2022 – Art Paper II

february 2 The Principal attended the ASISC Tamil Nadu Regional Meeting 
on Hybrid Schooling that enabled the School Heads to manage 
challenges regarding integrating technology into mainstream 
education. 

february 5 Speak Your Mind, conducted an Online Free Public Speaking 
Workshop for students from classes IV to XII. 

february 7 Academicia Consultant for Overseas Education, conducted a webinar 
for classes IX to XII in tie-up with its  overseas partnering education 
consultant. The webinar was conducted to throw light on overseas 
education and introduced them to the preparatory courses offered 
by them. It also offered their scholarship schemes for students 
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which will be based on their entrance score. No doubt, students 
and parents gained some exposure on overseas education.

february 16  The tiny tots were welcomed into our campus after a long gap of 
close to two years. The School had been in lockdown since March 
16, 2020 and reopened for all classes finally on February 16, 2022.

february 18  WiPRO EARTHiAN PROJECT 2021 
The Grove School bagged the best project award and was declared 
‘Earthian State Winner’ for 2021-2022.  The topics were Sustainability 
of Water, and Biodiversity. 
1. For the project ‘Sustainability of Water’ the students who  
 contributed were:
•	 V. Rupesh Kumar – Class XI   
•	 Jayanth Subramanyam – Class IX
•	 Md. Farhan Feroz – Class IX
•	 Yohan C. Mehta – Class VIII
•	 Narain Kumar – Class VIII
•	 Prathamesh – Class VIII
•	 S.D. Harshal – Class VII

2. For the project ‘Biodiversity’ the students who contributed  
 were:
•	 Aranala Sai Nandan – Class XI    
•	 Snehal Mukherjee – Class X
•	 Milan Cijo – Class XI
•	 S. Mithali – Class XI
•	 Tarun Srinivas - Class XI
•	 K. Tharoon – Class XI
•	 R.T. Lakshitha – Class VIII
The students were guided by our Science teachers Mrs. Dalia S, 
Mrs. Nirmala P.P. and Mrs. A.V. Thamizharasi.

Teachers Training Programme
Goyal Prakashan Teachers Training Workshop was organised 
by Goyal Brothers for ICSE and ISC on the latest changes in the 
syllabus, and the question paper pattern for the second semester. 
The webinar for ICSE was from January 24 – 29, 2022 and for ISC 
from February 11-18, 2022. All the teachers handling ICSE and ISC 
attended the webinar.
The following teachers have completed Diksha Programme that is 
recommended by the Government of India and the Council School of 
Indian Certificate Examination to incorporate life skills along with the 
curriculum in alignment with the National Education Policy, 2020. 
1. Mrs. Revathy Selvaraj 
2. Mrs. Annie Janet
3. Mrs. Dalia S
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4. Mrs. Charulatha S
5. Mrs. Jayashree Balachandran
6. Mrs. Nirmala P.P.
7. Mr. Karthick J 
8. Mrs. N. Ariyanayaki
9. Mrs. Prerna Shukla 
10. Mrs. Sathya Hariharan 

february 24 - 25 The Principal attended the 64th Annual General Body Meeting (held 
virtually) of Association of Schools for the Indian School Certificate 
(ASISC). Various topics regarding National Education Policy, 
challenges faced during the pandemic and instructions to be followed 
for the semester-II board examination were discussed. 

March 23 A Homam was performed for the students of classes X and XII in the 
campus for their success in the board exams which was to commence 
from April 2022.

April 23  Teachers from the Biology department Mrs. Dalia S and  
Mrs. A.V. Thamizharasi accompanied the class XII students to 
participate in Ignite’22 organised by Department of Biotechnology, 
Anna University. The forum was to enlighten the students about 
the study options available in the field of Biotechnology thus giving 
them focus and direction to achieve their dreams. 

April 25 Semester-II board exam commenced for ICSE and ISC.
April 30 Last working day of the academic year for classes LKG to VIII.
May 13 Last working day for classes IX, XI and all the staff. Last working 

day of the academic year 2021-2022.
May 14 Summer holidays commenced.

Achievements

The Covid-19 pandemic, the School closure and the toggling of classes online and offline, 
did not stop our students in achieving accolades and medals. The students continued 
to achieve and the parents cooperated with the School in updating their achievements.

SOf iNTERNATiONAL ENGLiSH OLYMPiAd

S. No. Name Class Award

1 Ananth S IV Gifts Worth Rs. 500/- + Medal of Distinction 

2 Atheendhran Balaji IV Gifts Worth Rs. 1000/- + International Gold Medal + 
Certificate of Outstanding Performance

3 Sharadha T IV Gifts Worth Rs. 1000/- + International Gold Medal + 
Certificate of Outstanding Performance

4 Aaliya Nida Ahmed V Gold Medal of Excellence 

5 A.N. Poornima VIII Gold Medal of Excellence 
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SOf iNTERNATiONAL GENERAL KNOWLEdGE OLYMPiAd

S. No. Name Class Award

1 Ananth S IV Gold Medal of Excellence

2 Atheendhran Balaji IV Medal of Distinction + Gifts Worth Rs. 500/-

3 D. Harshal VII Medal of Distinction

4 Mohamed Farhan Feroz IX Medal of Distinction

MATHEMATiCS OLYMPiAd

S. No. Name Class Award

1 Ananth S IV Gifts Worth Rs. 1000/- + International Silver Medal 

2 Sharadha T IV Gold Medal of Excellence

3 Lokeshwar S V Gold Medal of Excellence

SOf iNTERNATiONAL SOCiAL STUdiES OLYMPiAd

S. No. Name Class Award

1 Ananth S IV Medal of Distinction + Gift Worth Rs.500/-

2 Atheendhran Balaji IV Medal of Distinction + Gifts Worth Rs. 500/-

3 Sharadha T IV Medal of Distinction

SOf NATiONAL CYBER OLYMPiAd

S. No. Name Class Award

1 Ananth S IV Medal of Distinction + Gift worth Rs.500/-

2 Sharadha T IV Medal of Distinction + Gifts Worth Rs. 500/-

SOf SCiENCE OLYMPiAd

S. No. Name Class Award 

1 Atheendhran Balaji IV Medal of Distinction + Gift worth Rs.500/-

2 Sharadha T IV Zonal Silver Medal + Gifts Worth Rs. 1000/-

3 Lokeshwar S V Medal of excellence
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Hussain A of Class i took part in IEO (English exam) conducted online in November 
2021 and secured the 1st prize.

C.A Rakshana of Class ii took part in the 7th International Abacus Competition and 
received the Gold Topper Award. 

C.A Parikshith of Class ii took part in the 7th International Abacus Competition and 
received the Gold Topper Award. 

Easwar Gurumoorthi of Class iii won bronze medal in 25M breast stroke and butterfly 
stroke in the 5th State Swimming Championship.

Atheendhran Balaji of Class iV 
 ● was included in the Guinness World Record for his participation and completion 

of Online Computer Programming lesson in 24 hours conducted by AICTE & 
NEAT.

 ● took part in MTSE 2022 conducted by Indian Institute of Studies in Mathematics 
and secured the 39th rank. 

S. Ananth of Class iV 
 ● Participated in Chinmaya Mission Bhagavat Gita chanting competition and 

won the 3rd place. 
 ● National Level Spell Bee Competition conducted by WIZKID (2021-2022) and 

won the 6th place. 
 ● Took part in Spellathon Season 2 and secured the 3rd place. 
 ● Took part in National Level Master Mind Math 2021-2022 and secured the 1st 

place. 
 ● Took part in Bhagavad Gita Chanting Competition conducted by the Egmore 

Sanskrit School and received Star Award.
 ● Took part in the All India GK competition and won the 2nd prize.
 ● Took part in Thirukural recitation competition conducted by Sayee Academy 

and secured the 1st place. 
 ● Took part in Crest Mathematics Olympiad and secured a gold medal. 

Sharadha T of Class iV 
 ● bagged the 1st prize in Gita Chanting conducted by Chinmaya Mission.
 ● Took part in English Olympiad 2021-2022 and secured International Rank I.
 ● Participated in district level Gita Chanting Competition conducted by Chinmaya 

Mission and received the 4th prize in district level.
 ● Bagged the 2nd prize in Thirupaavai Chanting Competition conducted by Gokula 

Bhakta Sabha. 
 ● Secured 98 % in the National Level Spell Bee Competition. 

Burhanuddin of Class iV took part in the Junior Football Tournament hosted by 
Aadukalam Sports Academy and played 3 matches and was part of the winning team of 
the tournament. 

M. Harshad of Class V attended the Republic Day online chess tournament and secured 
the 11th position. 
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K.T. Shachin Adhithya of Class Vii
• took part in Silambam District Level Competition and bagged the 2nd prize (Silver).
• took part in Isshinryu Karate tournament and secured the 3rd place & got the purple belt.  

The Covid-19 pandemic encouraged young authors who bloomed and blossomed and 
brought delight to us. Some of our young authors are: 
Ananth S of Class iV 

• took part in E Gala fun English writing contest and secured the 1st place. 
• participated in Tamil story writing contest conducted by Story Mirror and was 

chosen as the author of the week (December 2021 - 4th  week)  and was  awarded 
author of the month (January  2022). 

Sharadha T of Class iV 
• penned a poem on Diwali titled ‘Festival of Lights’ and it has been published in 

Story Mirror - Under The Shade of A Tree (A Collection of Poems).
• was also chosen as the author for the month of October 2021 in the Story Mirror. 
• bagged the third prize ‘Master Tale Teller Certificate’ conducted by Wizkids. 
• Her poem ‘Ice Cream’ appeared in Tinkle Little Superstar series. 

Harshad M of Class V wrote a story about NATURE which has been published in City 
Lights collection of short stories. 

Rahul Akshith of Class Xii released his publication THE BYGONE DARKNESS published 
by Notion publishers and made available through Amazon.  

Last but not the least…..The Tech wizards of our school ….
Students of Class XII, S. Neelesh Sarathy, Vijay Karthick and Akhil Pranav T created a  
“LIV-In” a Bucket List Travel App for Android and this is available on Google Play store.
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My First Poem

There was a fat cat
Sitting on a mat
He saw a rat
Wearing a hat
Playing with a bat 
         

Sarangi Koushik 
Standard i

My holiday activities

Completed Sanskrit and Math homework.
Celebrated Sitara’s star birthday. We had a feast.
I went to my maternal grandparents’ home.
Played shuttle with my grandfather.
Read newspaper headlines.
Played with friends, big toe got hurt. 
         

Sarangi Koushik  
Standard i

My holiday activities

I am Pritha, studying I Std. My daddy took me to Valluvar Kottam. I saw the Thiruvalluvar 
statue and the chariot. I went to the beach with my parents and neighbours. I rode 
a horse and had lots of fun. I enjoyed my holidays at my grandparents’ home too. 

Pritha S.H
Standard i
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Kid and the lid!

Kid found a lid

In a teapot

Which was hot

So he got sad

And called his dad

Dad bought a stick 

And helped him pick

Burhanuddin M 
Standard i

Once upon a time in a forest, there was a pond of 
water with beautiful lilies and fish. A family of frogs 
lived there. The smallest member of the family was 
Hank, the frog. He was curious. He wanted to know 
why the water in the pond increased every time 
it rained. “Where is the water coming from?” he 
thought. 

One day Hank was sitting on a lily pad, and suddenly 
it started to rain. Hank looked up and saw raindrops and saw that the water in the pond 
was increasing. Hank was happy to get his answer. He now knew that the water was 
falling from above. 

He was now wondering what the blue thing above him was when his mother told him to 
come home as he might catch a cold. Hank wanted to be out in the rain, but he listened 
to his mother and dived into the pond.

Bhargav Kannan
Standard ii

hank the Frog
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The hills are singing!
The clouds are dancing!
Hey, it’s Raining!

Three lotuses are blooming.
Two frogs are jumping.
Hey, it’s Raining!

The plants are smiling.
The leaves are shining.
Hey, it’s Raining! 

faliha Ashar 
Standard ii

Hey, it’s Raining! 

 ● The dot over the letter ‘ i ‘ is called Tittle.

 ● There is no word in English that rhymes with month, 
orange, silver or purple. 

 ● ‘Almost’ is a six letter word in which all the letters are 
in alphabetical order.

 ● The word with the maximum number of definitions in 
English is ‘set’. It has an astounding 464 definitions. 

 ● The only word in English that ends with the letters -” mt “ is dreamt. 

Pranavshankar L.V
Standard iii

Fun Facts about english
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Guindy Park is a small zoo in the city. In the parking area outside the park, we can find 
a lot of monkeys. There is also a small gift shop where they sell wooden toys. We need to 
buy tickets to enter the park. 

There are a lot of animals in the park. There are crocodiles, white peacocks, owls and 
emus too. There is also a Snake Park inside. We can have a lot of fun in the children’s 
area too. There are a lot of slides and swings. I love going to Guindy Park with my family. 

Bhargav Kannan
Standard ii

Guindy Park 

The Honourable Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi hoisted 
the National flag at Red Fort.
Flower petals were showered at the venue by helicopters.
The Prime Minister greeted the Olympians and the Corona 
warriors. He then gave a speech.

Kartik Prabhu
Standard ii

Independence day

Beagle is a popular dog breed well-known for its sense of smell, for protecting people and its 
playfulness. Its life span is 12 to 15 years, and the colour of its body can be lemon, white 
or brown. Most beagles can be trained easily, but some are hard to train. Adult beagles can 
walk for 20-30 minutes. I love beagles.          

Easwar S. Gurumoorthi
        Standard iii

Beagle
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A seed grows 
With no sound

A tree falls
With huge noise

Creation is quiet
Destruction has noise

Kamalika 
Standard iii

Silence

Have you ever heard of or seen a timid dog turning extraordinarily brave? Do you know 
how a supermom dog changed her timid son to an Extraordinary Superhero? Are you 
bewildered by the title? Shall we explore further to know the answers to these questions?

Once upon a time, there was a beautiful city for dogs named Naaiyur. There lived a very 
happy dog family named Veingaiyar with mom, pop and a puppy. The Veingaiyar family 
was very famous for their bravery for generations. But this puppy was afraid of anything 
and everything. We say, “Dog guards our house but this puppy needs someone to guard 
him”. The puppy was very apprehensive of facing others. Mrs. Veingaiyar, the mother dog 
was very upset about her puppy being very timid.  Despite repeated advice and training, 
the puppy did not care to change.  She even got stricter by not feeding the puppy for his 
reluctance but nothing improved. 

One day, she got a magnificent idea to make him brave. “Do you know puppy that your 
father was timid than you are?” said the mom. “Are you kidding mom? I can’t believe 
this! My father is the most courageous dog in our city” exclaimed the puppy. “I admit 
that your father is the most courageous dog in our city now. Do you want to know the 
secret of your father’s transformation?” asked the mom. “Please, let the cat out of the 
bag!” asked the puppy. Mom showed a beautiful and shiny box decorated with lots of 
precious gems and she popped open the box to show the secret and said, “Look son, this 

Timid the Brave dog
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magical Talisman is the secret of your father’s courage!” “Wow! May I wear this talisman 
to overcome my timidness too?” asked the puppy. “Of course, we anyways wanted to gift 
this to you,” said the mom. 

After a few days, the puppy and his parents started an exciting trip to the mountains. 
They enjoyed trekking and were camping near a small pond. A pack of wolves were staying 
near the dogs camp and the dogs did not realize this. The pack of wolves picked the scent 
of the dogs and were camouflaging behind the trees around the camping site. They were 
waiting for the sundown to feast upon the dogs. The mom and pop dogs tucked the puppy 
in between them to safeguard him and also to give him warmth in the cold night. Soon 
they all fell asleep. The wolves pounced on the sleeping dogs and they started attacking 
violently. The pop and mom dogs threw their son far away into a bush to protect him 
from the wolves. They were defending well but they knew that they cannot restrain the 
wolves for long. They were extremely worried about the future of their little timid son.

Unanticipatedly the puppy came from nowhere and fought back the wolves like a valiant 
warrior. Mom and pop were astonished to witness their timid puppy dashing the wolves 
like a daredevil. In a few minutes, he vanquished the wolves. 

The proud puppy thought that the instant energy and bravery came from the magical 
Talisman gifted by his mom. “Wonderful fight! We have only heard in stories about the 
‘Raja Raja Chola the Great’ striking like a lightning. We witnessed the same today when 
you fought bravely with the wolves!” exclaimed puppy’s parents. “Thank you, mom and 
pop. It is because of the magical powers from the Talisman” replied the puppy. “Are you 
sure that all the magic is because of the Talisman?” asked the mom smilingly. “Yes, 
absolutely” confirmed the puppy. “Son! Now comes the truth. All the powers you got are 
from you alone! There is no magic in that Talisman. In fact, it is not even a Talisman, it 
is just an ornament” giggled mom. 

“Now I understand, there is no magic outside and all lies in one’s inside”, said the puppy. 
“According to me “Annaiyum Pithavum Munnari Dheivam (Tamil Quote)” which means 
Mother and Father are before God. Mom, you made me realize my power and you are my 
superhero Mom! I thank God for giving me such a wonderful Mom,” said the puppy. Now 
we know how the Timid puppy became Brave. 

Ananth S 
Standard iV
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Festival of Lights

Diwali is here, Diwali is here,
No more dark light, Let the world be bright,
Festival of light is here, 
Festival of light is here,
Laughter and Good times are back,
Diwali is here, Diwali is here.

It`s time to taste delicious sweet bites,
It`s time to pray to the Lord,
It’s a time of the triumph of Good over Evil,
It`s time to light up Diyas and lamps,
Bright, Bright light in a dark night,
It`s time to ignite pollution free crackers,
It`s a time to maintain social distancing and rejoice with cousins.
Diwali is here, Diwali is here.

As the Lord helped the world to be free from Demons,
Let the Lord make this world covid free,
Let Diwali last forever with this delight,
Light on this bright night,
Diwali is here, Diwali is here.

Eat Tasty Delicious Sweets, Traditional cuisines,
Eat healthy fruits, Vegetables too,
Do exercise and stay fit,
Do wear a mask and new clothes,
Stay Happy, Maintain Social Distancing,
Stay Safe and,
Wish you a very Happy Diwali!

 Ananth S 
Standard iV
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GRR… Why won’t it just end??? If you are wondering what I am talking about, it’s the 
PANDEMIC!! In particular, the lockdown part. We have been locked up for more than 
two years. People are flouting the regulations, even though they know it’s for their 
own good. The reason is, they think that even getting sick outside is better than being 
cooped up inside houses, away from family, entertainment and travel. Spooky, but true.  

Scientists have called this “Pandemic Fatigue”. That’s an apt name, considering that 
everyone is tired of this disease. Literally, a few micrograms of an invisible thing is killing 
lakhs of people and ruining the lives and livelihoods of the rest. The virus changes itself 
in the blink of an eye and emerges stronger in some form or the other. 

While it is true that we cannot live in fear forever, what is important to remember is that 
showing any signs of weakness at this stage will actually ruin all our sacrifices in the 
past. It’s like any other struggle we face… exams, competitions, sports. We train and 
train hard, and cannot give up on the day of the exam because we are tired of studying. 
We need to stay strong, for the light at the end of the tunnel. 

Just thinking that we are not alone in this is the starting point. Talking to friends and 
family on phone and supporting each other will help. Video games and social media are 
allowed too, for a very short while. What a turn our lives have taken!! Where our parents 
screamed at us if we so much as looked at their phones, today they say, the phone is 
bad but not as bad as the outside world. Going out to malls and dining out can wait, but 
our well-being cannot. 

Gardening helps. We are always around, so forgetting to water plants does not happen. 
Exercising helps too. It keeps us fit and healthy. A change in thinking changes our 
perspective. Masking when we go out is not mandatory, it is now a part of our costumes, 
matching masks. 

Let us not be so focused on wanting the lockdowns to end that we forget that we are 
facing a unique situation. We are the first truly technically advanced generation. Instead 
of carrying laptops to schools, the schools have come home via laptops. We are involved 
in activities and complete digital assignments. Exams are digitized. Even competitions 
and certificates are digitized. 

Pandemic Fatigue
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We are able to appreciate how hard our parents work. They sit and type away at their 
laptops, attend meetings all day long, answer phone calls and yet find time for us and 
housework too. Nowadays I feel silly thinking of all the time I messaged them at the office, 
asking for pencils and crayons and getting angry that they didn’t reply asap despite the 
“blue tick”. 

This is a historic moment. A very long moment of course, but when it’s over our world’s 
history would have been rewritten. And we are part of that history. The thought that we 
are helping to make history by simply staying inside homes is a positive thought. 
 
Farewell. Stay healthy and meet you at the end of this moment. Cheers!! 

Atheendhran Balaji
Standard iV

I have a fantasy world. It’s actually one of many, but it’s the latest. I have named it 
Askontura. It has magic, wizardry and there I can summon and invoke eight spirits, 
namely sun, thunder, wind, time, fire, water, earth and lightning. It has the Elemental 
Race, a horse race in which you use any one of the 7 spirits, time is an exception. Because 
using time means you can control the speed of it and that is, of course, cheating. I know 
this because I am in charge of making sure no one cheats in this race. In this world, I 
have signed up as a teacher of Invoking. I teach young children how to communicate and 
invoke all eight spirits, their nature, how spirits behave and how to get them to trust you. 

I am friendly with five of the spirits. Sun, thunder and lightning are exceptions. I 
have not been able to get through to them. I have met them only once, at the party 
of the earth spirit. There is a special object in which the powers of the spirits reside. 
Anyone can get the power of the spirits by drawing a special pattern in the air and 
solidifying it into a rope. Flicking this rope gives control over the action of each spirit. 
Some special people who are friendly with the spirits are called invokers. Each spirit 
has one invoker. I am their chief. I am the King of Askontura and its absolute ruler.  

All hail the King!!! 
Atheendhran Balaji

Standard iV

My Fantasy World
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During my Christmas holidays, I visited the Vedanthangal bird sanctuary with my 
grandmother, grandfather, sister and another family known to us. We started at 11 am 
and reached by noon. At the ticket counter, the cost of the ticket was 5 rupees for children 
above 5-years-old and 25 rupees for adults. We entered and saw many birds like African 
darter and openbill stork. They were all eating because it was lunchtime. We also saw 
many fishes. Finally, I saw in the binocular view many baby birds. We went to the car, 
ate our lunch, and came back at 5:15 pm. 

Srijan K
                    Standard iV

a day at vedanthangal Bird Sanctuary

Dogs are one of the best friends to humans and there are a lot of interesting facts about 
them! 

1. You can find over 400 different types of dog breeds in the world and an estimated 
400 million dogs in the world.

2. Dogs have a superior sense of smell and which is about 10,000 to 100,000 times 
stronger than that of humans.

3. Dogs can also hear sounds from long distances away, about four times further than 
humans. Their hearing is also 10 times more accurate than humans.

4. Dogs have 18 different muscles that they just use to move their ears.
5. Dogs sweat through the pads on their paws and through their nose.
6. Moving objects are better noticed by dogs than stationary ones.
7. Dogs have better night vision compared to humans due to a special layer behind 

their eyes that reflects light.
8. Every dog has a unique nose print, just like humans have unique fingerprints
9. Contrary to popular belief, dogs are not colour blind; they just don’t recognize a 

wide spectrum of vivid colours like humans.
10. An average dog is believed to have the intelligence of a two-year-old.

danya S
Standard iV

dogs
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Christmas is celebrated
Due to the birth of Christ
The year is Enlighted
With joy and delight
The decorated Christmas tree
Makes the house so bright
The gift that Santa gives
Is a Marvel for the sight
 
Christmas carols can be heard
On Christmas night
The Christmas eve feast
Grabs a big appetite
Oh! I see someone flying past my window
Oh! Who it is I do not know?
Oh! It is Santa Claus dressed
In red and white
 
Merry Christmas! Merry Christmas! 
Merry Christmas! Merry Christmas to you all!
May you enjoy
With your whole might
 
Hooray!!!!!

Sharadha T
Standard iV

a christmas carol

Time flies away, 
Is that what you think? 
My time goes very slowly, 
Every day as I want it to be. 
 

Harshad M
Standard V

Time
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A fox asked a cat, “How many tricks do you know?” The cat replied, “I know only one 
trick. When the dogs chase me, I know how to climb trees and escape.” The fox said, “I 
will show you my bagful of tricks”. Just then, the cat heard the hunters and their dogs. 
The fox said, “Now, watch my tricks”. But the cat jumped on the tree. The dogs chased 
the fox and caught him. The cat shouted, “Fox! All your tricks put together could not 
save you now!”

Moral: Being boastful does not help in times of trouble.

K K Thulasi Priyaa  
Standard iV

Trust your abilities

One fine spring morning, Katy and her pet dolly had just finished their breakfast. “I have 
an idea; we can clean the cellar today,” said Katy the old woman. “Woof, Woof” replied 
Dolly. They both started cleaning the cellar. “Look, What I found Dolly, it’s my old school 
bag, oh my let’s go to the living room and take a look at it” exclaimed Katy. They walked to 
the living room; Katy opened her fourth standard composition notebook. To her surprise, 
she found a comprehension paragraph about women’s achievements.  
  
Women have reached the top of Mount Everest and to the deepest part of the Pacific 
Ocean and they have explored from the smallest microbes to the large multiverse. There 
is nothing women can’t do, Kalpana Chawla the first Indian woman astronaut, Bachendri 
Pal one of the Indian Mountaineers who climbed Mount Everest. A woman named Kathy 
Sullivan reached the lowest part of the Pacific Ocean. Alice Catherine was a pioneering 
Microbiologist. That’s why we celebrate Women’s Day on March 8th read Kathy. 
  
Hey! Tomorrow is women’s day. Let’s plan a reunion party with my school friends 
In the Baga beach” exclaimed Kathy. “Woof, woof,” said Polly. “Hmm I think 
I have their WhatsApp numbers in my School WhatsApp group, let me send 
the invites for the party,” said Katy. She composed and sent invite messages 
to her friends namely Charlotte, Emerald, Andy, Milly, Eva, Lovely and Flora.   

The next day, Katy baked a cake. “Let’s put “Happy Women’s Day” and draw balloons 
as Icing,” said Katy. Just then Polly waved her Paw and Katy understood she wanted to 

Katy and Dolly-Adventurous Fun on Women’s Day
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draw Seagull, which they saw during their last visit. “Sure” told Katy and draw a seagull 
on the cake. Then they carried streamer Fairy lights and the cake to the beach. Exactly 
at 4.00 pm, Katy’s friends arrived. 

Andy had a pet parrot named Peggy. As the friends ate the yummy cake, they discussed 
some advantages of being a woman. “We can wear bright clothes and enjoy our life in 
a colourful way,” said Emerald. “We can make ourselves look at our best by putting on 
Makeup,” added Milly. “Women have the courage to do everything,” sighed Charlotte. 
Soon they finished the cake. 
 
“Hey! There is a bike shop” exclaimed Katy and they asked for four beach bikes.” “Sorry, 
they are only for special personage,” said the shopkeeper. “But today is women’s day and 
we women being special on this day,” stated Andy. “Oh, alright,” said the shopkeeper and 
they bought the beach bikes. “Let’s have a race, first-round Katy, Charlotte, Andy and 
Milly,” said Eva. “On your marks, get set and go,” exclaimed Emerald. The race began and 
Katy won the first round. In the second round Eva, Emerald, Flora and Lovely participated 
and Eva won. The finals between Katy and Eva were held after that. The others cheered 
whereas dolly barked, and Peggy shouted for encouragement. Katy swiftly rode her bike 
and crossed the finish line first. “Hip Hip Hooray for Katy” They all cheered and clapped.  

“Next we can play Volleyball, I have bought the ball” suggested Flora. “Emerald, Charlotte, 
Katy and Lovely can be in one team and Eva, Milly, Flora and I can be in another,” said 
Andy. “We will name our team as Dolly’s team,” said Katy. “And we will name our team 
as Peggy’s team,” said Milly. In the first round, Peggy’s team missed and the second one 
Dolly’s team missed. Finally, in the last round, Peggy’s team missed again and the Dolly’s 
team won. “Hooray” Lovely screamed with joy.  

“Next let’s go surfing,” suggested Eva and they got the surfing board from the surfing club 
as Katy was a registered member of the club. Peggy and Dolly floated on a raft which was 
held to the surfing boards with a help of a strong string. While they were surfing Dolly 
barked loudly. To their disbelief, a thief had come to steal their purses which the women 
had left behind on the shores while they were surfing. They quickly surfed back to their 
surface to catch the thief red-handed. 

They ran as fast as their legs could carry them, while Peggy guided them where the thief 
was heading to because of her flying skills. He’s too fast for us” told Emerald. “Let’s get 
on our bikes and nab him “recommended Milly. As fast as lightning they all got on their 
motorbikes and chased the thief. As they nabbed the thief, Katy called the police, and 
the robber was arrested. “I don’t know how you caught him. He was the most notorious 
thief in the city “said the inspector and handed them back their purses. “For honouring 
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your valuable help, we will bestow the ‘Kiran Bedi, Bravest Women Award for the year 
2021-22’ during the Republic Day celebrations at our Neighbourhood and as for your 
pets, they will also get the reward for the “Most helpful Pets in the Colony” “announced 
the police. As the rewards were announced to them few T.V reporters were around and 
they started streaming the events live on the television. Journalists interviewed them and 
the interview was published in the next day newspaper. 

“Another advantage for us, is that we have a dog and a parrot to protect us,” said Katy. 
They said goodbye and returned to their houses after celebrating Women’s Day in the 
most interesting and adventurous way. 
 
 “There is no limit to what we, as women, can accomplish” - Michelle Obama . 

Sharadha T
Standard iV

1) I am not alive. But I have five fingers who am I? 

2) Which word is printed incorrectly in a dictionary? 

3) People buy me to eat. But never eat me, who am I? 

4) We kill, and we give life. We are either poison or nectar - You choose. What are we? 

riddles in english

Answers: 

1. A Glove   2. The word incorrectly    3. A plate      4. Words

K.K. Thulasi Priyaa  
Standard iV
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The rain pitter-pattered in the Whispering Woods, 
The giraffes clip-clopped in the watery trees. 
The butterflies fluttered in the rain, 
The bees buzzing with work in the rain. 
 
Penguin Professor swooshing to get some hot chocolate, 
The cracked palace of the Igloo City! 
Will coming to help Penguin Professor, 
Riya following Will to the Igloo City!  

  
Harshad M
Standard V

Poem of Sound  

A giraffe named Forest, which is 12 years old, born in 
Queensland, Australia, got a Guinness Record. Actually, all the 
giraffes’ maximum height is 16 to 18 feet tall. However, when 
Forest was measured, he was 18 feet 8 inches tall! 

The staff who used to take care of Forest made a special tall 
pole to feed him. Then, the staff will coax the animal to eat. 
The caretaker of Forest will always say, “We are proud of our 
towering guy. He has such a wonderful heart.” 
 
fact: A newborn giraffe almost measures the height of an 
average human. The giraffes are going to be endangered due 
to habitat loss in Africa. So, please grow more trees. 

 
Harshad M
Standard V

The World’s Largest Giraffe 
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My dream house is a beehive, and it is magical! It tastes sweet and feels very cold inside 
even though the weather is hot outside. The hive is invisible. When guests come, the 
hive will be visible and magical stones come down as steps and guests can climb into 
the hive. Whenever I feel hungry, I take a part of the hive and eat it. After that, again the 
hive will grow! 

Harshad M
Standard V

My dream house

Once upon a time, there was once a little house in the City of Cloriaville. A little girl lived 
in the little house. Her name was Lilliana. She was eleven years old. Her brothers and 
sisters loved playing the piano all day long. They would only take a break for lunch and 
dinner.  

One day the little girl was bored of reading books all day long. She knew that books make 
her smart. So, then she asked her brothers and sisters if she could borrow the piano. 
They said, “No! We will not share it with you. Go find something else to do!” 

She sighed. “What am I going to do?”, said Lilliana. She got a brilliant plan. She asked 
every neighbour and all her friends. They all said they did not have an extra piano. Then 
she went to the shop. They had no stock. She then saw a poster. It was a music band’s 
audition poster. So, she decided to go check them out. 

When she reached the place mentioned on the poster, she saw hundreds of people. Some 
of them were carrying a Piano, Trumpet, Guitar, or Drum. She felt sad.  

A young girl who was her neighbour was passing by, saw Lilliana and asked her, “What 
happened?” Lilliana looked up and said, “I don’t have an instrument for the band. I asked 
everybody in the City of Cloriaville. Nobody had a spare piano. And I am bored of reading 
books all day. My sisters and brothers are not sharing the piano with me. They play the 
piano all day long. They only take a break for lunch and dinner.” 

The Little Girl Starts Playing the Piano
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The kind neighbour said, “Hey! You know what? Let us go and have dinner at my place!” 
“Ok!” Lilliana said. 

It was a small house like a hut. “My name is Mia.” “My name is Lilliana!” “So, you do not 
have an instrument for the band, right?” “Yes!” said Lilliana. 

“You know when I was your age; I too wanted to play the piano. My dad was a musician. 
But then he lost his musician job and sold the piano. We did not have any money. So, 
my dad went to an office to work!”  

“Oh!” said Lilliana, “so now you see, having an instrument is really hard. But I really do 
want a piano.”  “We will find one”, said Mia.  “But how are we going to find an instrument? 
Nobody has an instrument! I asked the whole city!” exclaimed Lilliana.  “But you didn’t 
go to my secret shop”, said Mia.  Lilliana was excited. “You have a secret place?” “Yes!” 
said Mia, “come on, let’s go!”  

Up the hill, down the secret alley and they crossed a secret door. And they came across a 
beautiful Unicorn. They climbed on the Unicorn and were soon off on a magical ride. They 
flew over beautiful meadows and forests. Lilliana was thrilled to see the sights. Shortly 
afterwards, said Mia “Here we are!” 

Lilliana was overjoyed. She had never seen anything like this before. It was the most 
beautiful and magical place she had ever seen.  They soon start running outside the 
door, through a garden. Gasping and breathing, Lilliana asks, “Are we there yet?” “Not 
yet,” said Mia. 

“Can we take a break? Like, have some water or something?” Lilliana was hungry.  “Oh, 
sure we can take a break!” said Mia. “Let’s buy some snacks and some water.”  “Mm, so 
good,” said Lilliana. 

“Do you like it? Now Lilliana can we continue our journey?’ “Yes please!” said Lilliana.  Soon 
they reached the shop. “Yay, we are here! Yes! We are here!” Lilliana was excited. 

“After my dad left, my mom built this shop!” said Mia. “Wow! This is so beautiful”, said 
Lilliana. “And now you can buy whatever you want. Come on! Let us go!”.  “Hello Mia!” 
said a man. 

“Oh, hello there!” said Mia. “Who is that?” asked Lilliana. “Oh! him? He loves my dad’s 
songs and comes here often”. “Hi! We are looking for a piano” said Mia to scary old 
shopkeeper lady.  
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“Right over there,” said the scary shopkeeper. Lilliana was fearful of her but when she 
saw the piano, she was very happy.  “Wow! Such a beautiful piano, said Mia. “My own 
piano! It is so beautiful. Can I touch it? Please?” gasps Lilliana.

“Yes, you sure can,” said Mia. You got to pay for it first, said the old lady gruffly. “How 
much?” asked Mia. “500 dollars.”  “Here you go.”  “Bye!” said Lilliana and they went 
off.  “How do we go back Mia?” asked Lilliana. 

“Get your muffins”, said a muffin seller. Lilliana was confused. “Huh?”. Mia said, “We 
can ask the muffin man to lead the way home.” “Hi, can you take us back to Cloriaville?” 
asked Mia. “Of course!” he said. He took them back on a magical ride back home. They 
soon reached home. 

“Yay! We are here!” both said excitedly. “Come on we must get back to your home or else 
your mom would be worried. Come on we must join the audition!” said Mia.  

“I’ll go and take a ticket for you, till then you practice for your audition,” said Mia. “And 
next up is Lilliana!” said the Presenter of the evening. Lilliana did not move.  “Go!” said 
Mia. Liliana performed well.  “and the first prize goes to... Lilliana!”.

Lilliana went up and took her prize. “What did u get?” Mia asked.  “I got a certificate and 
admission to a music school,” she said. “Mia! I have to go to my home now, bye!” Lilliana 
said. “Bye,” Mia said.  Lilliana reached home.

“Mom!” Lilliana screamed with excitement. “Lilliana!” her family screamed. “Mom look 
I got my own piano and I won the band audition!”. “Wow!” Her sisters and brothers 
shouted.  “What prize did you get? asked one of her brothers. “I got a certificate and an 
admission card to a music school”. 

“But what took you so long?” asked her father. “I am going to tell you all about it now. 
But first I must change my clothes. So, till then you guys can wait”, said Lilliana.  

Then she took a bath, changed her clothes, and ate dinner. Then she told her family the 
whole story. And the next day her brothers and sisters and Lilliana went to music school. 
And Lilliana became a famous Pianist in the whole world! 

Aaliyanida Ahmed
Standard V
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Once upon a time, there was a Kingdom called Coffenia. Coffenia was Famous for The 
Best coffee in the world. The King and Queen had a sixteen-year-old daughter. Her name 
was Mighty but since she was beautiful the people called Her BEAUTY. Her pet names 
were Lia and Beauty. 

One evening, Beauty was playing with her friends. But all of a sudden, a cup of coffee 
came walking with hands and legs! ‘’AH! RUN FOR YOUR LIVES’’ screamed Bianca one 
of her friends. Everyone hid behind the bushes but Mighty stood up. She walked towards 
the magical coffee and asked ‘’Who are you?’’ ‘’I am a prince from Ranchland. A prince 
everyone whispered. ‘’I’ll tell you about my story young lady’’ said the coffee. ‘’Can we also 
listen?’’ asked the other friends. ‘’NO’’ said the coffee. 

‘’My name is Beauty’’ said Mighty. ‘’And my name is Hamleys’’ said Coffee. Hamleys and 
Beauty sat on a bench and Hamleys narrated his old story. ‘’Beauty though you will not 
believe me I am a real prince under a spell. Since I was the most handsome prince, a 
witch turned me into a coffee and the way to become my true form is by a true friend’s 
hug. I know no one will hug me. how silly.’’ After listening to his story, Mighty became a 
little upset. So… so, SHE HUGGED THE COFFEE! And her friends so that. ‘’Oh, Beauty 
you hahahahaha you hugged him hahahahaha’’ everyone laughed. hahahahaha...
 
As they laughed magic happened. The poor Coffee prince collapsed and light surrounded 
him…… BOOM BOOM BOOM, he turned into a prince! ‘’Oh, thank you Beauty you brought 
back my true form’’. Both of them were true friends forever. 

THE ENd
Sunandha Yeswant 

Standard V

Beauty and the Magical coffee

Once upon a time, there lived a kind and beautiful princess named July. Since July 
was five years old, she dreamed about having a pet unicorn. She asked her mother, the 
Queen, whether she could have a unicorn as a pet ‘’Mum, can I have a unicorn as a pet? 
Please’’. ‘’Sweetheart, I don’t think unicorns exist dear’’ said her mother. ‘’Yes, they do 
mum’’ was her reply. 

July
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As she grew older her wish became bigger and 
bigger. One fine day, her friend Nessy paid her a 
visit. ‘’Hi July’’ ‘’Hello Nessy’’ They talked for a while 
and then July said, ‘’Nessy, do you know I wish for 
a pet unicorn even now?’’ ‘’Oh, July don’t be silly 
unicorns don’t even exist’’. July got upset.

Time passed and July had turned 15. One day, a 
pamphlet arrived at the castle. The pamphlet said, 
‘’If you want, you can come to the magical race 
site, in the woods, if you win the race you will get 
a pet unicorn.’’ ‘’Unicorns do exist’’ said July. The 
pamphlet had been distributed all over the kingdom 
including Nessy’s house. 

July, Nessy and more went to the woods and participated in the race. The first game was 
book balancing. You need to balance the book on your head. July won the game. There 
were several games and the last game was an exam. Everyone was anxious except for 
July. She had the faith that she COULD DO IT. On the final day, the result had come. 
One Lady named Lisy announced the winner. ‘’The winner is, JULY’’ JULY had Won! 
“Congratulations July,” said Nessy. July was finally granted her wish of having a pet 
unicorn. July returned to the castle where her parents the King and the Queen were 
waiting for her. Once they saw their daughter had won, they had a party and celebrated 
with joy and happiness. Nessy was invited too. ‘’I’ll name you hmm…. Beauty’’ said July 
to her unicorn. From then on, July and Beauty lived happily ever after. 

Moral: Never give up. 

Sunandha Yeswant
Standard V

Frank the lonely woodcutter shivered as he walked through the Hofen Fern Forest. There 
was a chill in the forest and the sun was dull. As he trudged through the forest, Frank 
noticed that all the flowers had wilted and the animals were hiding. Wonder what about 
today, what must be scaring the animals, must thank ‘em, ‘tis good for business,” Frank 
muttered while stopping next to a healthy fern tree. Frank swung his axe as hard as he 

The Tree Protector
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could at the tree. As the axe cut through the tree, a huge gash appeared on Franks’s 
shoulder. “Yarghh!” yelled Frank in pain. “Well hello, Frank! How’s your day?” came a voice 
from the tree’s shadow. “W-w-who are you?” asked Frank backing up against a tree, staring 
at a silhouette that didn’t belong to a human. “I’m your doom!” Saying so the silhouette 
disappeared into the shadows. Frank shivered. “Must ‘ave imagined it,” he told himself. 
“Ruddy weather, makes you fall asleep while standing,” he said shaking his head. “Well 
best be gettin’ on with my business,” saying so Frank swung his axe at another tree. The 
rest of the day was, as usual, Frank swinging his axe at every tree he saw. 

In the evening it started snowing, with the wind growing stronger by the minute. “Looks 
like ‘eres gon be a blizzard today, best be goin’ back now,” thought Frank. Before he took 
another step, the wind suddenly howled and snowflakes poured down. It was as if the 
forest didn’t want him to leave. Frank lumbered to the shade of a pine, but the pine tree 
immediately bent down as if to hit him. Frank jumped out of the way at the right time, 
the pine crashed down and would have squished Frank if he hadn’t moved. Frank looked 
around for some shelter and spotted a broken-down hut standing alone in a clearing in 
the blizzard. He ran towards it as fast as he could in the raging blizzard. As he reached 
the hut, the wind howled as if in satisfaction. “Ruddy weather,” said Frank as he looked 
around the hut. There was a rotting bed in the corner with a cracked shelf next to it. 
The floor looked like it had been burnt, it was black and dirty. There was a door in the 
corner that Frank guessed led to a bathroom. He dumped the wood he had collected on 
the floor, leaned his axe against the wall and collapsed on the bed. ”I’m gettin’ too old 
for this,” said Frank to himself as he massaged his 50-year-old head and went to sleep.  

CCCRRREEAAKK! 

Frank sat bolt upright in bed. He looked around, it was still dark, but there had been a 
weird sound. Frank got up and went to the bathroom. Before he reached the bathroom, 
the door burst open and the silhouette Frank had seen earlier in the forest appeared next 
to it. “You should have gone home when you had the chance, Frank,” it said. Suddenly 
the figure came into view in the dull light and its mutilated features were thrown into 
sharp relief. He, if it was a he, had no skin, only bone and marrow. He was covered in a 
black cloak with a hood, and he carried a wicked black axe. “W-w-what do you want?” 
stuttered Frank in fear. “I want revenge, for all the trees you have slaughtered and the 
animals you have made nomads”. “I-I I’m sorry I-I… yargh!” Frank jumped back to the 
wall against which he had leaned his axe. He grabbed the axe, turned around and threw 
it with all his might at the hooded figure. But the hooded figure raised his hand with 
the speed of light and grabbed the axe in mid-air. “You cannot kill me. Hie hie hie”. The 
boney-faced figure raised the black axe and threw it almost lazily at Frank. When the 
axe touched Frank, it went through him and disappeared. “I curse you to not be able to 
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cut trees anymore. If you see anyone cutting trees, stop them and punish them. My work 
here is done,” saying so the hooded figure disappeared and Frank never saw him again.  

From then on Frank became a merchant and whenever he saw someone cutting trees, 
he scared them out of doing it. He became rich and led a happy life. He became the tree-
protector. 

Moral: Don’t hurt nature, or the Tree Protector will find you and give you a shock. 

Pradyun Bajaj 
Standard Vi

Prompt: The old car awoke reluctantly from its sleep and started making spluttering 
noises… (Personification) 
  
“And we have car number 6, the Koenigsegg Agera R, driven by JiventaPorrito, from Italy, 
in first place, with Lamborghini Aventador, car number 43, driven by PorgLophonson 
from Poland, right behind, and in number 3, the Hennessey Venom F5, car number 54 
driven by Fedmér Jìpoças from France, Boroastov Wilson, from Great Britain driving 
Ferrari Portofino, car number 49 at number 4, PoroForatino, from Spain, driving Ferrari 
F8 Tributo, car number 45 at number 5 and…..John Wiply from USA driving the Bugatti 
Bolide car number 11 at number 6. Man he’s been laggin’ back since the start of the 
race. Ain’t that right, Huang?” said the commentator, John Siply. “You said it, John” 
said Huang Li. 

Meanwhile, John Wiply had a little trick up his sleeve. When Molietod was 300 metres away 
from the finish line, John pushed the accelerator pedal so hard, that if you were doing 
that on a lion, it would become a chapatti. Instead of picking up speed, he immediately 
went at full throttle. He was going so fast that he couldn’t even be made out from all the 
cars zooming by. 

WHOOSH! 
He first overtook Poro, then Boroa, then Fedmér, then Porg. He was level with Jiventa. 
And they were 100metres away from the finish line, now 90, now 80…you know what I 
mean. “Oh this is gonna be a close one!” said John Siply. “I’m so excited to see who comes 
first and wins the Ultimate racing champion cup” said Wang Li. 

The Big race
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Then, John Wiply pushed harder on the gas pedal, and then he was gone in a cloud of 
dust. And so was Jiventa. 30 metres left. First Jiventa overtook John, next the opposite 
happened. It repeated 20 times. 10 metres left. “This is gonna be close!” said John Siply. 
“Arghh!” grunted John Wiply as he pushed the gas pedal with all his might. 

ZOOM! 
John zoomed past Jiventa and set the finish line on fire. He had just won the Ultimate 
Racing All-Time Championship Cup! (or URATCC for short). If you ask me, that is the 
highest racing honour there is. “YES!!!” exclaimed John as he drove to the winning stands, 
grabbed the trophy from the mayor, did a quick handshake with and celebrated as the 
audience chanted his name. 

“JOHN WIPLY! JOHN WIPLY! JOHN WIPLY! JOHN WIPLY!...” 
“JOHN WIPLY! WAKE UP RIGHT NOW!” said a voice. 
 
“Uhh!” said John in surprise, as he woke up. Nope, he had never been racing. Nope he 
never won the URATCC.  It was all just a dream. “John get up, it’s time for school! You’re 
gonna be late!” said his Mum. “Coming Mum,” said John. He quickly got ready and came 
down. “You must’ve been dreamin’ again” said his Mum, NorazWiply. “Come on, grab a 
bite and go” she said. John is in sixth grade, and he’s 11 years old. He has white skin, 
brown hair, and some things that looked like spots on his face. His mother had blonde 
hair, and she always had a cheerful face (unless she gets mad or sad, (DUH!) His parents 
had recently divorced (about 2 weeks ago), which has been very hard on him. He doesn’t 
talk much. He mostly keeps to himself, marvelling at the cars in his book “Carniverse.” 
He loves cars. He actually studies about them, instead of studying his lessons. One day, 
when he grows up, he wants to become a champion car racer. 
 
John grabbed a quick bite outta his breakfast and went outside. He had missed the school 
bus, so he had to run. 12.5 seconds later… He sprinted into the classroom, just in time. 
“Well, you made it in time for the first time, Mr. Wiply” said his stern looking English 
teacher, Mrs. Hefferson. She had a pointy nose, blondish-brown hair, white skin wore 
square-shaped spectacles, and had little acne. “Yes Mrs. Hefferson” said John. He looked 
at the classroom. Everyone was there seated…well, apart from him of course. “Now, please 
take your seat, Mr. Wiply” said Mrs. Hefferson. “Yes miss,” said John. 

He took his seat…and immediately started daydreaming. He dreamt that a crowd was 
running at him, chanting his name, as he  held the URATCC. 

JOHN WIPLY! JOHN WIPLY! JOHN WIPLY!.... 
“MR. WIPLY!” shouted Mrs. Hefferson. “Uhh!” grunted John as he woke up. “Tell me, what 
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have we been doing so far” she said. He looked around for any reference. He looked at 
the nearby notebooks, but all of them were closed the moment she asked the question to 
him. He looked at the board, but it had been rubbed. “Umm….” he said. “You don’t, do 
you?” she asked. “Umm…no” he said. “Uh! I’m tired of doing this everyday but, detention 
Mr. Wiply” she said. This was the 293,808,486,534,486,534,787,633,213,654,543,544
,684,684,844,354,514,642,400,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,452,578,797,287,2
30,842,394,748,390,472,934thtime he got ever since he joined the school, which was 7 
years ago. “Oh come on!” said John, still sleepy from his little day nap. “Oh yes!” said 
Mrs. Hefferson. “And I’ll be speaking to your mother today.” Things couldn’t get worse 
for John. Just then the bell rang and everyone went out of the classroom. “I’ll be seeing 
you at 3:00 p.m, Mr. Wiply” said Mrs. Hefferson. 

John just sighed and trudged out of the classroom. Next was Math. And John loathed, 
detested, hated Math. His Math teacher, Ms. Dispur, had brown skin, brown hair, white 
teeth, wore a red top with blue jeans. “Good morning, class” she said. “Please take out 
your notebooks, we’re gonna continue the sums we were doing last class.” Then, she 
wrote some sums on the whiteboard. 

Krishnan Sriram Gurumoorthi
Standard Vi

Travelling is just amazing ,we can learn so many things . We could socialise  with so 
many more people , taste different kinds of food , know various lifestyles ,traditions and 
cultures. To me travelling is much more than just going to a state  or country and staying 
in a hotel there . You truly have to experience that place and their culture and that’s when 
you will actually start enjoying . I love our country , It  has so many different cultures 
and traditions and it is really unique. Take for example ; we have Tamil Nadu known for 
its temples, Kerala known for spices , Karnataka for its rich culture and Delhi known 
as the political centre of India. So before exploring the whole world , let us begin with 
exploring our beautiful country which is adventurous and a country filled with traditions 
and cultures . Starting from Kashmir to Kanyakumari let us explore every single state and 
city and once you actually start enjoying all this , It’s just a moment when life becomes 
beautiful. Enjoy every moment of exploring  and travelling. A tourist sees while a traveller 
lives the experience. So Explore beyond your dreams…..!!

Kritha G.V
Standard Viii

The Moment Life Becomes Beautiful
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To : VISWANATHAN ANAND, CHESS GRANDMASTER   
 
Dear Mr. Anand  

Hello hope you are doing great. You might be wondering why I am writing this letter to 
you. Well, my English teacher gave me an assignment of writing a letter to a famous 
personality. Well, I chose you. I think you are pretty famous and I love chess so there 
is no reason not choosing you. I know you have been to many countries and I have a 
question. I wanted to know how is the feeling when you are travelling in an aero plane. 
Is it nice or not or sometimes boring? I have another question. 

Does it feel weird when you give a speech or an interview? Does it feel awkward or like 
super-duper fun stuff? When thousands of cameras are filming you, what is your reaction?
Do you feel proud or anything else and what was your thought when you first started 
playing chess? Did you know that you will become a chess genius? 

I think you are a chess legend when you beat the likes of Russian chess grand masters 
in few minutes, making them feel that they are novice at chess. It’s awesome. What was 
the feeling to be the world chess champion? But, do you enjoy playing chess or you think 
of it as a job or something else? 

I like to play chess. But, when I watch others play, I think I am way better. But, when 
they play against me, I feel that they are way tougher. Do you also feel the same way? 
Hope you see this letter and I would like you to reply to my letter. Good day!On a happy 
note I sign off.  
  
Have a nice day  
With love 
Aditya
24/07/2021 

P.S do you like the name Vishy Anand or Viswanathan Anand ?  
Aditya Subrathnam

       Standard Vi

Letter to a Famous Personality
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Shipwrecked!-2021 version

Dragon King Krishnan (aka The King of Dragons, SO BOW DOWN BEFORE ME NOW!!) 
is famous for his voyages, discoveries, stories and a lot more stuff which will take too 
long to list down. He wanted to go on yet another voyage* on July 13,2020. But because 
of this horrible corona borona blah blah blah, it was cancelled….NOT! On September 
13, 2020, it was postponed to October 13,2021 (depending on the severity of corona.) 
Luckily, it reduced dramatically! From September 16, 2020 with an average of 1 trillion 
cases per day, it reduced to an average of 1.34 cases per day on October 1. 2021!** I left 
for the voyage on October 13. The ship was designed such that it wouldn’t sink. But 2 
days later, due to a mechanical flaw (the engines bolts got loose and it fell apart). At the 
same time there was a storm above us. The lightning struck through one of the air vents 
which led right into the engine room, which got set on fire and then the engine exploded. 

*3,054th voyage. **not true.

KABOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Eventually, everyone made a swim for it. “Abandon ship!” cried a man. The whole ship 
was set on fire. The waves were like a mountain rising up and going down in such a way 
that everyone went flying. WHOOSH!

“WHOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!” cried 
a man.

It was every man for himself. Luckily, I could withstand it because I knew how to swim. 
First, I tried swimming through the waves by freestyle. I went slow. I tried backstroke. I 
was thrown away like a fly getting swatted. It didn’t dare do butterfly stroke, because if 
there is the world’s worst swimmer in doing that nightmare of a stroke, it was me*. I tried 
breaststroke (my most favourite stroke.) It worked! I was only 50 metres away from shore.

44 seconds later**… 
 
I reached the shore. I was totally exhausted. I only had my phone (it’s waterproof) and my 
now soggy and salty clothes. I tried to call somebody but there was no signal. “Rats!” I said. 
I was starving. And the worst part is, I couldn’t order from barbeque nation through zomata 
or swiggy!*** I looked for something on the island. Just sand, leaves, bushes…how can 
I eat this stuff?**** I thought. Just then, the storm stopped. I realised that I was alone.
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*In fact, I’m so slow at it that my brother, who is three years younger to me, is faster 
than me at it. 
**Believe me, I can do breaststroke that fast. 
***And that really is the worst thing that can happen to anyone. 
****I challenge anyone to make a “Sand-wich” using these items and them eat it.

I started looking for my other crewmembers. But there was no one. “Oh great,” I said. “Just 
what I needed.” I looked to see if anybody else was one the island. No body. I slept in a 
tree that night. When I woke up in the morning, I noticed the ship had stopped burning. 
I swam there and looked for supplies. There were a gazillion stuff there. 

And turns out, the signal’s still good! I called the police and told them about my story. It 
took me 5 hours to convince them that it was a true story* and then I shared them my 
location. They said that they’d arrive in 2 weeks. Meanwhile, I took some supplies and 
made myself home. I explored the island and found a lot of fruits which I gobbled up. 
I made friends with a tiger, a lion, a dragon**, a crocodile, two snakes (King Cobra and 
rattle snake). 

Two weeks later, the police came in a helicopter. When they saw the animals, they wear 
so terrified, they jumped out of their clothes. It took me ten hours to convince them that 
Zar, Leo, Dexter, Crotar, Bardos, and Vor*were so friendly that they wouldn’t hurt a fly.** 
Soon we loaded them into the helicopter*** and left the island. But as I was leaving at 
the centre of the island I saw something glow….

*In fact, it was so annoying, that they actually blocked me, and I had to find other means 
of communication. 
**Injured one. 
  
*Their names. 
**Well, Vor did. There was a fly annoying him so badly he just chomped it up. Vor had 
dysentery for the next five days. 
***What, you mad? You think after becoming close friends I’d just ditch them on the 
island?!  
                 

Krishnan  Sriram Gurumoorthi
Standard Vi
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Extremely long showers,  
With no siblings to hover! 
Someone to laugh at my jokes,  
And eggs with NO yolks! 

All my favorite cars,  
On my bike for hours! 
Lots and lots of internet,  
And makeup! A whole set! 

Loads of pickles,  
No exams to tackle! 
No lizards to stare at, 
And a TV which is super flat! 

Perfectly layered bangs, 
No spider webs, which hang! 
Long lashes, 
And no glass vase, which crashes (cuz I can be clumsy at times) 

Chocolate ice-cream every day,  
Don’t forget the candy, okay? 
A whole array of shoes, 
For me, to choose! 

Tea and coffee,  
And a whole lot of toffee! 

I would love to write more, 
But I’ve got a test tomorrow  
And now I’ve got to go! 

diya S
Standard Viii

an Interesting day
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Blasting music? 
Or someone who is too sick?  
The unhearable air, 
Or the squeaky door there! 
The loud fish market,  
Or the crowded supermarket! 
Car’s horn? 
Or cows in a barn. 
My phone buzzing, 
Or my siblings running?  
People chanting, 
Or kids, shouting?  
A leaking tap, 
Or a loud slap! 
Leaves falling, 
Or me yawning?  
Perhaps broken glass,  
But NOTHING is louder than our class...... 

diya S 
Standard Viii

Loud and Proud!

It started of as a usual day, and I was coming home from my karate class when I came 
across a truck! It wasn’t a usual boring truck. On it was written, ‘SLAUGHTER IS THE 
BEST MEDICINE’!!! 

And there is no-one who could own a truck like that except JOKER!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
I was awestruck and just stood there standing like a loony and was so amazed! And it was 
no surprise that it was parked before a bank. People say that what joker does is REVENGE, 
but I personally think of it as RETURNING THE FAVOR……. And just as I suspected, an 
alarm went off (This is when batman  comes in) but he didn’t……(maybe he was afraid of 
tan lines). I was right but someone else came! He was dressed in a yellow spandex suit and 

Not Batman anymore?
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was at the height of a middle schooler which was weird and was standing on top of the 
bank with his cape flying in the direction of the wind…..IT WAS AN AMAZING SCENE!!!! 
  
But I was proved wrong again! When he came flying down the building, I saw that it was a 
SHE!!!! ‘She’ had awesome hair and her mask was quite similar to Batman’s but it was in 
red and it had a bolt of lightning printed or whatever….but either ways, she was awesome! 
And Joker, who was standing there(I think even he was expecting batman) was standing 
there dumb struck for a second and before I knew what was happening he pulled me by 
my hand and threw me in is van and told her(the new superhero) to leave or he would 
KILL ME!!! So technically, I was the hostage! Well most people feel scared or whatever but 
I was the most  happiest person in the universe! I was surrounded by bombs, dynamite, 
bazooka guns, huge guns, knives, etc… well I may have thrown a bomb or two out on the 
road while we were travelling but Joker didn’t seem to mind….After a while, I was bored(I 
get bored easily) I told Joker that I was his number one fan and how much I adore his 
work etc., and we started getting along really well and I asked him his hobbies and he 
asked me about my fight history and he was astonished! And after a while he asked me 
where I lived and I told him my address and he dropped me home! And allowed me to 
take a souvenir! He told me that I could take maybe a bunch of dynamites or a bomb or 
something but I asked him to give his most famous ‘wanna know how I got these scars’ 
look and I drew him. He loved it and gave me his most favourite knife. 

After I took my bath, and headed back to my room, I stuck up my drawing of Joker on the 
wall….and wondered about the new girl who came there…. Well, it was obvious that her 
mask hid her face so it was unfortunate…. maybe she wanted her identity to be hidden 
or something? WHY DO PEOPLE NOT WANT FAME!!!!!! Anyways it was time for lunch 
so I left my room and ate like a hungry dog who hasn’t eaten in eons (because I skipped 
breakfast thinking about the mysterious girl) ……. 

Next day (Monday) I went to class and there was a new girl beside my bench….so at snack 
break I went to her and introduced myself and she said that her name was Molniya. Not 
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to be mean or anything but that was a very weird name. And she seemed pretty cool….
and her locks were stupendous! I asked her about her secret to luscious locks and she 
giggled and said that she just lets it live…. which is as if we torture or kill our hair……
anyways, we became mates. 

The next day….. On T.V, they relayed a clipping of how Joker has struck a diamond 
mine and stole the most valuable diamonds…...and they also showed the girl!! She didn’t 
catch Joker but she got the loot. People are calling her ‘lightning’!  The next day in class, 
English Mam gave us a project on SUPERHEROES!!!!!!(cuz our lesson was about a boy 
who wanted to be a superhero and how he was optimistic and stuff). So, Mam split us 
into teams. I was in a group with Molniya, Shreya, Poornima, Sai,Tanvi, and Yohaan. We 
decided to do a skit!  Shreya and I came up with the script. Molniya did the costumes. Sai 
and Yohaan were in-chargedof props. Poornima was in - charge of makeup. It was the day 
of our project. AND MAM LOVED OUR PROJECT!!! It was about what happened to me 
a few days ago and how the Joker took hostage, etc. I played the role of Joker, Molniya 
was ‘lightning’, Shreya was the hostage, and Sai and Yohaan were Joker’s henchmen. 
Poornima was the bank’s manager who comes out shouting.  

Today in the T.V news, they showed a ten-storey building on fire!!!!!!! And it was live. The 
firemen came and rescued all of them and started putting out the fire. But a kid who 
looked about 5 or 6 was stuck in the 6th floor and the fire was very fierce by then. You can 
guess what happened next. ‘Lightning’ came with her shiny cape flying and she swooped 
in and saved the boy and did a few loop-a-rounds in the sky (and it’s a wonder the boy 
didn’t puke) and people were cheering, applauding and basically, they were happy!  

Around evening, while I was sweeping my room (people call me a clean freak…I’m still 
not sure if it’s a compliment or they just mean the ‘freak’ word) and was listening to Elon 
Musk’s speech (I put on music or someone’s speech and listen to it while sweeping), I 
heard a knock on the door. It was Molniya. I forgot that we had a study-date.  I was in my 
cardigan and shorts, my hair was in a bun and I was covered in sweat. At least the house 
was clean so that was something.  I freshened up and we were studying sincerely and we 
used the time very productively. Just kidding. I mean how it could even be possible. Me, 
studying sincerely with a friend beside me….

Basically, were just goofing around, cracking jokes, eating snacks, pillow fights, eating 
some more snacks, kept a bubble gum eating contest to see who could blow a bigger 
bubble, watched a movie, and technically, we did everything humanly possible instead of 
studying. After a while I went to the kitchen to make lemonade for both of us and when 
I came back to my room, she was not there!
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I went downstairs to see if she was there but I saw my parents watching live news of 
‘Lightning’ rescuing a bus full of people, who were about to fall off the bridge. And after 
she saved them, reporters were swarming around her! But of course! She didn’t want 
fame and just flew off from the scene. And when I went upstairs to my room, Molniya 
was there!!!!!! I couldn’t believe my eyes. She wasn’t there 5 minutes ago and now she 
was sitting there, palpitating and looked as if she had stopped a running train with her 
bare hands. And before I could say something, she just said that she was going to leave 
and had fun spending time with me and went downstairs, saw my parents and thanked 
THEM for having her and left in a hurry. 

I had a million questions buzzing in my head. Why did she sound weird? Why did she 
leave in a hurry? Why wasn’t she there when I came looking for her and after the news 
was over, why was she home then? And why was she looking exhausted? We didn’t do 
any work! Does watching a movie or having fun make a person exhausted? While I was 
cleaning my room after she left, I noticed that she had forgotten to take her books. So, I 
decided to give them to her at school the next day.  

The following day, I was packing my books for school and when I took Molniya’s  book, 
a slip of paper fell from the book. When I took the paper, it had a sketch of ‘lightning’! 
When I went to school, I asked her if she had been taken hostage by lightning once and 
when she asked if she wanted a souvenir maybe she drew a sketch of her just like what 
happened to me and joker! 

She looked as if a ghost had slapped her! I waved my hand in front of her eyes to see if 
she was still conscious. She WAS conscious and she grabbed me close and told me to 
promise her something she didn’t tell me what the promise was but she was a pal so I 
did it. And after that, she told me that she was ‘lightning’. I had a good chuckle but after 
a minute I noticed that she had a very serious face.  

When I took a look at the notes, it all made sense. She told me the story and I listened 
with wide open ears. “My parents are scientists and one day while I was an infant, I met 
with a terrible accident and there was no possible way of me surviving! So, my parents 
gave me a special serum which gave me these powers. And that’s why the name Molniya.” 

 It was my turn to palpitate. I COULDN’T BELIEVE THAT MY MATE WAS ‘LIGHTNING’!!!! 
And I couldn’t help but wish that I had an accident which turned me into a superhero 
and believe me, I wouldn’t wear a mask and will be open to fame and create an Instagram 
account which says #LIGHTNING TO THE RESCUE, and people would interview me, and 
I could perhaps be an actor, making sci-fi and thriller movies, and I could already see 
the posters ‘STARRING:‘LIGHTNING(THE GREAT)!’….. 
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While I was telling one of the reporters who asked me how I was so beautiful, Molniya 
shook me and I unfortunately came back into reality. But anyways at least my friend 
was a superhero.   Later that day, I opened my laptop and searched the meaning of 
‘Molniya’……… 

P.S. my friend is a superhero and wanted to tell it to everyone so instead of painstakingly 
telling it, I wrote it as a story……and the above story was made by pure imagination and 
is a fake…… 

             diya S
       Standard Viii

I remember the days when I used to wake up at 6:45am to go to school, which I found as 
an AWFULLY DIFFICULT TASK!!! But then eventually after lazing around for 10 minutes, 
I would get ready for school and wait outside my house for my school van to arrive. I 
also remember how I always forget to do my homework and rush into the van to do the 
homework as fast as I could. 

After finishing my homework in the van, I would be talking to my van mates and play 
‘mini-games’ inside the van. When the van reaches the school, we would hurry in great 
excitement to see our friends. Then I would go to my class and talk to my friends until 
the teacher came. I vividly remember how we used to complain that we wanted to leave 
school at the earliest. When the teacher finally arrived, the full class would rush to the 
prayer hall where we would say our prayers and the go back to our class. 

Once we return, we would go back to our own benches and wait until the teacher arrives. 
When the teacher finally arrives all the students would get up and sing a song “good 
morning maaaam” and it we would go on. Then the teacher would start teaching and we 
would be talking with each other while also listening to the teacher, but as the teacher 
looks directly or glances at us, we would take the book and pretend to be reading. 

If we had P.T period that particular day, all the boys will be arguing about who would be 
the captain and who would be in whose team, we would eventually decide after all the 
arguments and the occasional fights.
.
Right as the snacks break bell rings, we would all be waiting for the sounds of freedom 
for 15 minutes which was the school bell. We would all scout for the good snacks and 
try trading with the person who brought the best. Then the next two classes would go by 

old School days vs online days
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and then lunch break would come. We would all rush to the hand wash area and wash 
our hands and rush to our classroom to eat as fast as we could so that we could go down 
and play, this was called ‘lunch P.T’. 

I remember that all the girls would go down and sit under the trees, while the boys sat 
with their friends and shared our own meals. Then we would wash our hands and come 
until the class door and shout to the teacher “LPT” and run to the ground. If it rained 
that day, the class teacher would not come the room and we would be jumping on the 
benches or crawling under the benches and playing ‘parkour’. 

After the lunch break, we would all be energetic the last three periods, in the last period 
we would become lazy and be waiting for the last bell of the day or as we would call it 
the freedom bell. We would see the clock throughout the last period; when the last five 
minutes arrive; we pack our bags and get ready to rush out of the room as soon as the 
bell rings. But few teachers would make us wait for two minutes after the bell .

The children who travel by van would run like madmen to the van parking lot while the 
children whose parents come to pick them up will walk slowly to the main gate as all the 
parents would be waiting there. While all of this seemed to be a dreadful task at that time 
but the situation now is way worse in a lot of ways and good in few ways.

I will start off by saying the pros’ as it is few. First of all, students do not get up early. I 
know a few friends, who get up at 8:55 am for a class at 9:00 am but me as a responsible 
student will get up at 7:30 am. We need not carry fifteen Kgs of books and notes on our 
back. We need not worry about our food and pens getting stolen. We do not have to worry 
about having fights with our friends and losing them for a day or two.

Last but not the least; we do not have to worry about getting punished by the teacher or 
being taken to the principal. Now the flip side of it is that we cannot tell the teacher that 
we forgot to bring our homework. I know for a sure that all the students miss playing in 
the playground with their friends. 

We also miss the conversations and laughs from our friends whenever a joke is cracked. 
All the students miss the little ‘mini games’ like hand cricket and pen fight. I remember 
whenever our best friends had a fight or dispute with someone, we all used to team with 
our best friend and fight as a group. WE MISS SCHOOL.

Let us students pray and hope that we get back to school for a better education and lots 
of fun.

Sai Siddharth Thota
Standard Viii
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Time flies at its best, 
Days feel like mere seconds. 
It’s when you yourself feel like a pest, 
It’s the darkness!!! 
 
Feels like gravity pulls you down, 
And then you drown! 
Not in water, But in the stream of your own thoughts, 
It’s the darkness!!! 
 
After the darkness consumes you, 
You search for light, 
During the search you lose the fight 
It’s the darkness!!! 
 
The darkness takes over, 
You try to find a four-leaf clover. 
Feels like ghosts are possessing, 
Your brain loses its ability of processing. 
It’s the darkness 
 
Oh wait! There is a twist, 
First there is a clearance of the mist. 
Then you get teleported. 
And realize it’s all cap, 
That in reality you were just taking a nap. 
 
But then you hear darkness, 
It whispers……., 
I never left you mister. 

  
Arjun Kannan

       Standard Viii

darkness
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Hi, my name is Lakshita. I am studying in 8th grade. In two months, I am going to 
Class 9. Due to the pandemic, we have been having online classes (almost similar to 
homeschooling). I moved to 8thgrade doing online classes. When I think about that, I feel 
that I have missed a lot of my school life, missed my friends and teachers. But something 
cheers me up, when I am sad, something have definitely changed my life, which is my 
hobby. Guess what it could me? It is music. I have a deep interest in music and my 
passion has become even stronger. Now my hobby has now changed into my ambition 
which made me take up music classes like western and Carnatic.
 
I first thought we have the two best music, which are Tamil and English but now I happened 
to hear Korean music. At first my favourite playlist had only Tamil and English but now I 
have changed. After listening to this music, it cheers my up when I am sad, it makes me 
more active when I listen to these songs and to be honest these songs make my morning 
joyful. Everyone likes music when we hear we automatically dance, sing or we tend to go 
and see where it is playing. Let me give you guys, a method to wake up in the morning by 
yourself. Take your gadget like your phone or your mum’s phone and set the alarm but 
do not keep the default tunes as your ringtone. Replace it with your favourite song. When 
you hear your favourite song in the morning it makes you feel calm and LEAP out from 
your bed. When I got into the habit of listening music, I became aware of my ambition 
and I choose my path which is none other than my hobby which is music. That is how I 
found my interest towards music and have decided to become a singer.
 

R.T. Lakshita 
Standard Viii

The Unknown Light in Me

“They may kill me but cannot kill my ideas and they may crush my body but they cannot 
crush my spirit ” I think this quote must have remained you all of one is the greatest 
freedom fighter in Indian history. 

That is Bhagat Singh. He was born on 28 September, 1907 in Sandu Jat family in Punjab. 
He was born in a family of freedom fighters, his father Sardar Kishan Singh and his Uncle 
Sardar Ajit Singh were fully involved in the struggle for the independence of India. Being 
born and brought up in such an environment,t always inspired him to uproot the Britishers 

about a Freedom Fighter
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from India. It was all running in his blood. In support of Mahatma Gandhi to boycott all 
the government aided institution, he left his school at an early age of 13. He was a famous 
revolutionary figure and a brave freedom fighter, who made immense contribution for the 
independence movement. He was a highly revered leader who could foresee situations.  
Bhagat Singh was a national symbol of patriotism and made significant contributions 
to get freedom from British rule. He was charged guilty for killing a British police  
officer. He was executed on March 23, 1931, along with his comrades Rajguru and 
Sukhdev. Bhagat was indeed a true patriot, who was an outstanding unmatchable 
revolutionist from a very young age. He is a person who dreamt of growing guns in the  
fields in his childhood to fight against the Britishers. He never feared his life and was  
always ready to do every possible thing for his motherland. He was the source of  
inspiration for the youth of the nation. His sacrifice and unflinching dedication to free  
his country from the British would be engraved in the olden of the History of freedom 
struggle. His death brought a wave of patriotism in the whole country. He is always 
considered to a martyr for the country, a brave son of a mother, India.

                                                                                        S. Kamalika  
Standard iX

The world is full of suffering’
With the rise of global warming.
The ice cap melts,
And islands shrinks.
The Earth with cycles,
Was full of evolution,
The Earth with motorcycles,
Is full of air pollution.
The world was covered with greenery,
Now it is covered with machinery.
The gases has brought down Earth’s vision,
Which is because of nitrogen and oxygen fusion?
The world for the future is with mask,
Putting an end to this is not a big task.
Plant trees of neem,
And make your children’s life a beautiful dream.
If you heard my story,
What I am saying is just sorry. 

S. Nethra 
Standard iX

Then vs Now
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India is a vast country with rich heritage, culture and arts. It consists of various states, 
with different languages and traditions, yet united. There are 64 art forms, out of which 
dancing is one of them. In India, there are many folk and classical dances, which are from 
the times of kings and queens till date.Every state has its own classical and many folk 
dances and every form has its own uniqueness, speciality and attire too. There are eight 
classical dances in India - Bharatanatyam from Tamil Nadu, Kathak from Uttar Pradesh, 
Kuchipudi from Andhra Pradesh, Manipuri from Manipur, Mohiniyattam and Kathakali 
from Kerala, Odissi from Odisha and Sattriya from Assam.In Tamilnadu, we also have 
many folk dances like Kolattam, Puliyattam, Karakattam, etc.,. In Kathakali, stories of 
Gods and Goddesses are performed. ‘Katha’ means story and ‘Kali’ means expressing 
art. In Assam, Bihu is also performed in villages and functions. Mayurbhanj Chhau from 
Odisha and Lavani from Maharashtra are also performed. Kathak and Bharatanatyam are 
believed to be performed in temples and in front of kings and queens. In Mohiniyattam, 
the dancers wear a white costume while the performers wear a colourful dress with a 
head gear and paint their faces in Kathakali. Classical dances are the best portrayal of 
strength and stamina of the artist than any other form. But nowadays, this generation 
are not interested in these Indian forms and are more fascinated by international forms 
like contemporary, jazz, belly dancing, etc.,.Let us try to bring our heritage back, improve 
and maintain it, and carry forward to our next generation. 

Namrita Natrajan
Standard iX

art of India

I look in the mirror ……
And what do I see?
 I see the me 
 No one else can be !
I am precious I am glad to be me 
My hair, my face ,my personality ,my size, 
My colour,…that is unique..
All make up me ……..Outside and inside ..
it’s only ME!!!! 

d. Mehek
Standard X

Its Just Me!!
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People often tend to only talk about the most well known freedom fighters like Mahatma 
Gandhi, Sarojini Naidu, etc. We often forget to popularise the unsung heroes who 
deserve attention. One of the unpopular freedom fighters is a woman named Kamaladevi 
Chattopadhyay. She was born on 3rd April in the year 1903, in Mangalore, India. She 
was born to a Brahmin family becoming the fourth and youngest daughter of her parents. 
Her parents befriended many intellectuals and freedom fighters like Gopal Krishna 
Gokhale and Ramabai Ranade, which made her interested in the Swadeshi Movement. 
She grew up to be an excellent freedom fighter, becoming single-handedly responsible 
for the revival of Handicrafts of India as she thought it will play an important role in 
social and economic upliftment. She participated in many freedom movements like the 
Seva Dal which was a Gandhian organisation for social upliftment, the Salt Satyagraha 
which was the 385 km march to protest against the salt tax imposed by the British, 
where she was arrested and became the first woman to be arrested by the British in the 
freedom struggle. She received awards for her contribution and hard work like the Padma 
Bhushan in the year 1955 and the Padma Vibhushan in the year 1974. Kamaladevi 
sadly passed away on 28th October in the year 1988 at the age of 85 in Bombay, India. 

Sriya Srinivas
Standard iX

Kamaladevi chattopadhyay

I was sitting in the class listening to my English teacher. I hear a faint ringing sound, like 
a bee buzzing. No one seemed to notice the sound, at first, I ignored it but as I ignored it, 
the louder it became. It became so loud that I could not hear my English teacher. I tried 
to talk but I could not hear myself. I shouted, but I did not know if I did; no one seemed 
to notice that something was wrong with me. I tried to shake my classmate who was 
sitting next to me, but he did not seem to be disturbed by it. Moreover, I was unable to 
even move him, not even a little. I suddenly felt alone. No one had noticed that something 
was wrong with me; no one had noticed my existence. I felt myself drift into nothingness.
I suddenly fell into pure blackness. It was quiet, way too quiet. The silence was immense, 
it was so quiet that the silence was deafening. I tried to explore the black void, walking 
into the pure darkness. The void was darker than the word itself. I walked aimlessly 
without regard to any   direction. Suddenly a white opening appeared, I ran towards it, 
as I walked into the pure white void the opening closed. I saw a girl crying, her head 

void
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Friendship is a garden for my friends and I,
We’ve sworn that the plants would never die.
The laughs we shared as we gave it due care
Were  as bright and lively as the flowers out there.
The bonds we’ve grown with the seeds we’ve sown
Are greater than all the others I have known.

Friendship is a ship that sometimes sinks in time,
But the one my friends and I ride sails just fine.
The stories we share as we journey everywhere
Were wonderful and uplifting like the ocean air.
There are many storms throughout the many seas,
But nothing enough to break their friendship with me.

M. Prathiksha
Standard X

Friendship

was hung down and her face in her palms. She cried without any sound. When she 
looked up, her face was pale, sad and desperate. She held her hand out, pale and white 
hand, trembling. I tried to hold it but the blackness returned to consume us both. She 
disappeared into the void.

Again, another white opening I entered it and as I had expected, it closed like the last 
time. I saw a dog, it wagged its tail as soon as it saw me, it tried to bark but without much 
luck. It looked keenly, its eyes desperate and tired. I tried to hug it but the dog and I were 
consumed again by the black void. 

Without surprise I looked at another white opening. I entered it and did not look back. 
I looked at another person in the place. It was myself but much younger, I was looking 
very happy. I tried to hold my younger self but again without much success.

I was now back in my class. I heard everything now, some of my friends asked me for 
help in English composition. For some time, I experienced nothing but, in recess I heard 
a voice, it said “Hello! I’m Void!” I barely whispered “If you ever want to time travel like 
that again call me, I will take u wherever you want”.

Jayanth Subramanyam 
Standard iX
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Twenty Four by Seven Laughing

1. What is the difference between an English serial and an English movie other than the 
language?
Answer: Celebrities act on both sides.

2. What band can’t play music?
Answer: Rubber band 

3. We can take bath in all seas, except one. What sea is it?
Answer: Mixie (Mik-sea)

4. What is similar between Goa and Java?
Answer: Both mean the same- go, come 

5. Why did a beggar take the food from a house, and eat sitting in a corner of the road?
Answer: Because it was a side dish

6. Name a non living thing which is separated from its birth place.
Answer: Salt

7. Which has three eyes and a leg?
Answer:  Traffic signal

8. What would you call an orphan banana, who has no friends?
Answer: Akela

9. What would you call a vaccine for bulls against COVID ?
Answer: Bull-dozer

10. What is the difference between a cream biscuit and a dog biscuit?
Answer: Cream biscuit has cream, but dog biscuit does not have dog 

11. If H2O is the formula of water, then what is the formula of ice?
Answer: H2O cubed.

12. What can we buy with no money?
Answer:  Loan
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13. What tree did the maths teacher climb?
Answer: Geometry

14. Why did a cricket team ask the school cook to play?
Answer: They needed a good batter.

15. What do librarians take with them when they go fishing?
Answer: Bookworms

16. Which one has stems which do not hurt our head?
Answer: Comb

17. Which pipe allows food to flow?
Answer: oesophagus (food pipe in our body)

18. Define invalidate.
Answer: February 30

19. Why is the English teacher like a judge?
Answer: Because he/she gives sentences.

20. YHEUNGA. Spell it.
Answer: i,t (it)

S. Pranav 
Standard iX

1.  Son: “Daddy in this application there is ‘mother tongue’ what should I write in it?” 
Father: “write it as ‘very long’ ” 

2.  What city is every dangerous? 
 Electricity

3.  Student: “Teacher! Would you punish me for something I did not do? ”
     Teacher: “No” Student: “ I did not  do my homework ”

4.  If Child labour is a crime………..Then why teacher gives homework? 

5. A man tells his doctor, “Doc, help me. I’m addicted to twitter!” 
 The doctor replies “Sorry, I don’t follow you……” 

Jokes
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Friendship is a garden for my friends and I,
We’ve sworn that the plants would never die.
The laughs we shared as we gave it due care
Were  as bright and lively as the flowers out there.
The bonds we’ve grown with the seeds we’ve sown
Are greater than all the others I have known.

Friendship is a ship that sometimes sinks in time,
But the one my friends and I ride sails just fine.
The stories we share as we journey everywhere
Were wonderful and uplifting like the ocean air.
There are many storms throughout the many seas,
But nothing enough to break their friendship with me.

M. Prathiksha
Standard X

Friendship

6. You can break me easily without even touching me or seeing me. 

 What am I? 
 A promise 

7.  Teacher: “Can a kangaroo jump higher than the Eiffel tower?”
     Student: “Yes sir” 
 Teacher: “Why?” 
 Student: “Because the Eiffel tower can’t jump”

8. What occurs twice in a week, once in a year but never in a day? 
 The letter ‘E’ 

S. Kamalika
Standard iX

Jokes!!!!

“I’m afraid for the calendar. Its days are numbered.”

“What do you call a factory that makes okay products?” “A satisfactory.”

“What did the ocean say to the beach?” “Nothing, it just waved.”
Palash Sharma

Standard X
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Vaccination has been made valuable for people all around the world in the last two years, 
but we have been saving people’s lives by delivering vaccines that help create immunity 
by imitating an infection to fight against severe diseases like Covid-19 and Polio. This is 
all thanks to Edward Jenner’s brilliant development of vaccination.

Edward Jenner was born on May 17, 1749 and died on January 26, 1823. He was a British 
physician and scientist who pioneered the notion of vaccines, including developing the 
world’s first vaccine for smallpox. The phrases vaccine and vaccination are taken from 
the term Variolaevaccinae (‘smallpox of the cow’) which Jenner coined to describe cowpox. 

In 1798, he included it in the full title of his Inquiry into the Variolaevaccinae known as 
the Cow Pox, in which he described cowpox’s protective function against smallpox. On 
1770, at least five researchers in England and Germany (Sevel, Jensen, Jesty, Rendell, 
Plett) successfully tested a cowpox vaccine against smallpox in humans. 

During a smallpox epidemic in 1774, Dorset farmer Benjamin Jesty successfully vaccinated 
and presumably immunised his wife and two children with cowpox. Jenner may have 
been aware of Jesty’s treatments and success, but it wasn’t until Jenner’s work some 
20 years later that the process was finally generally understood. Milkmaids were largely 
immune to smallpox, according to popular belief. Jenner believed that the pus in the 
blisters caused by cowpox (a disease comparable to smallpox but considerably less violent) 
protected milkmaids from smallpox. 

He may have already heard about Benjamin Jesty’s accomplishment. Jenner tested his 
idea on an eight-year-old kid, the son of his gardener, on May 14, 1796. He scraped pus 
from cowpox blisters on a milkmaid’s hands. Jenner injected Phipps in both arms that 
day, causing a temperature and considerable anxiety but no full-blown infection. He 
later injected the youngster with a minor strain of smallpox, and he showed no signs of 
infection.  Jenner was able to test his idea on 23 more subjects with success. This was 
the beginning of the immunisation, which is still saving our lives in the year 2022. We 
are safe from dangerous diseases and live a pleasant life thanks to Edward Jenner.

Raghav 
Standard X

edward Jenner
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It is the expressing of oneself using different forms of art. This involves imagination and 
creativity. Art and other forms of art are like another universe created just for artists. 
It is for people who retire there when they wish to express themselves freely without 
fear of being judged. For me dancing is a form of art where you show what you feel as 
expressions in face and using hands and legs. In dancing we use our whole body to convey 
the meaning present in the song for which they dance. Like that zentangle and drawing 
calms me down when I am frightened or when I feel distressed. 

So art is like an invincible companion to whom you can pour all your thoughts and that 
would result in a vivid drawing of it or a dance or a music. For some people they can 
communicate better with studies if they use the lyrics of some song. And music is also a 
form of art. Hence Art creates a bridge and pathway that connects almost all the important 
things in a person’s life. 

“Art washes away from the soul the dust of everyday life.” 
V. Srinidhi
Standard X

All the planets in our solar system has its own beauty. But the planet we are living in 
is more beautiful compared to other planets. Our mother Earth is rich in nature and 
resources than any other planet in our solar system. The environment that she had given 
us is the most precious and beautiful in the world. We, the human beings who are living 
here must protect and preserve the things that is bestowed on us by Mother Nature.

When we are stressed out we used to go to some place where we find ourselves unwinding 
../ for example, terrace where we see what is in front of us… or most of us use to do sky 
watching when we have time and ruminate the past and get excited about what is coming 
up next. 

The sky sometimes evokes me that “every day is different in its own way” by seeing the 
clouds and the sunset. When       we feel the breeze on  our face we surely think about the 
trees. 

 art Means More Than What Meets the eye

our Mother earth
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Sometimes I have been mesmerized by the trees that how they can be so beautiful in 
their own way? They give us the oxygen that is essential for us to live, shade, fruits to 
eat, habitat  for animals and birds etc. and when we are in a pleasant environment our 
minds tends to be fresh.

The nature is giving us so many good things but we are just destroying it. We will say that 
we will protect it . While  there are people who are on a mission to protect it there are also 
people who  continue to destroy it. Water pollution affects the marine life and our  lives 
too. The marine animals are in danger because of the water pollution. The coral reefs are 
sluggishly eroding. Air pollution affects the respiratory system which leads to Asthma, lung 
cancer and Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary disease (COPD). There are different   types of 
pollution in water and air mostly because of the callous nature of humans.

I conclude that we should protect the Mother Nature to save it for the future generation 
so that they can see the nature in real life but not in the electronic devices or by hearing 
stories from the elders.

Mithali S
Standard Xi

Elon Musk was born in Pretoria, South Africa on June 28, 1971. He enrolled at the 
University of Pennsylvania when he was 21 years old and after graduation, he founded 
his first company, ZIP2. He sold it for 307 million dollars in 1999. He founded Space 
Exploration Technologies Corp. in 2002 which is an American aerospace manufacturer 
and supplier of space transportation services known as SpaceX. Musk is the current CEO 
and Chief Product Architect of Tesla, Inc., an electric vehicle manufacturer. He is also 
the CEO of Solar City, a solar panel manufacturing company. Elon Musk is one of the 
world’s fastest-growing billionaires. Tesla became one of the few firms with a market value 
of more than $1 trillion in October. His space company, Space X has established itself 
as a go-to provider of launch services for clients such as NASA. He was the first person 
to cross the $300 billion net-worth thresholds after his fortune increased by $10 billion 
in a single day as a result of a Tesla share jump, a day before Microsoft reclaimed the 
title of world’s most valuable firm. Elon Musk’s odd and futuristic portfolio of enterprises 
includes  Neuralink. Neuralink is working on neural interface technology, which entails 
implanting microchips into people’s brains. The technology could aid in the study and 
treatment of neurological illnesses. Human Trials can demonstrate Neuralink’s potential. 

elon Musk 
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It emphasized its mood-altering properties, which can aid in the reduction of anxiety in 
people. Because of Neuralink’s capabilities, it is the only method available for humans 
to restore their mobility following an accident, paralysis or any other type of handicap.
According to job postings around the world, the clinical trial director said “I will lead and 
assist create the team responsible for facilitating Neuralink’s clinical research operations 
and building regulatory relations.” So far, the Neuralink chip has been implanted in a pig 
and a macaque monkey. Elon Musk has the potential to revolutionize the way the world 
functions in the future in a positive way, which might help the future improve significantly 
and make a difference.

Pranav devanand 
Standard Xi

I stand in a place where I am not welcome,
blistering and corroding in the sun,
Impeccable woodpecker,
Pecking away at the futile abyss
Still perseverant, still hopeful
For some exotic warmth unaware
Sunlight that tingles and gives us ephemeral pleasure
When cascaded across our skin..

The cold ceases, the curtains open,
Something blinds us from with,
A fading photograph meant to be framed
A cherished smile waiting to be captured,
Wishing I had it all my life, 
Something ebbing and mysterious
Craving that goes beyond the light years of stars,
The core of this burning universe..

Humanity is strange.
Endeavours despite for seeing the ruins ahead,
The ruins of betrayal and forgotten love,
Of lies, apathy and dismay..
But from the ruins avalanches a never dying civilization,
Learning from our mistakes and conundrums,
What indeed makes us human

Woodpecker Tales
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Our struggle propels us,
In this invisible cobblepath that’s life and love,
Shifting dunes of unpredictability,
Experienced only with the first step forward..

Nothing to be ashamed
Of this warmth we always seek,
It keeps our hopes high, dreams ebbing,
Gives a delicate purpose to our existence,
Dreaming of arms that hold on to your soul,
Keep you from shattering away into the ruins,
In this ropeway that cracks ahead of us,
Into good and bad,
Into hope and cynicism, 
Something that drives you back to the side you choose to be right,
At the end of the day, this universe burns to vizualise your wonder,
Magic and lightning sparks, 
In a world where we are still not welcome
 
Reminds us of our mortality and flaws,
Vulnerabilities that mould us,
Vulnerabilities that mould us,
Reminds us that we are alive, breathing creatures,
Shapeshifting into any form,
A RAINBOW in the turbulent skies,
Inspires us to reach out and endure the unthinkable,
The key lies in being the woodpecker you always were,
The shifting sand dunes,
The intricacies of love,
This burning universe of light..

Melodies to your soul,
Spread your arms in welcome,
The recipe for your elixir of life you seek
Lies within you, right in front of your eyes
Awaiting the keys that holds the treasure within,
LOVE. 

O. Pranathi 
Standard Xii
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People often hope that technology will advance enough for science fiction fantasies to 
become reality. One such concept which used to be fictitious has slowly started becoming 
real - the metaverse. Popularised by Ernest Cline’s Ready Player One, the metaverse is 
a virtual/augmented world where people can meet and do various things. Sort of like 
a digital universe where you can live an alternate life or a digital extension of your life.
The metaverse became a topic of small talk for everyone when Facebook rebranded into 
META and announced its own metaverse in October 2021. Like in Snow Crash by Neal 

The Metaverse

People when they start,
Forget to think about,
The most important aspect of life,
The one and only, time;

The deciding factor of our future,
As important as our culture,
The way we spend does matter,
Or else our life may falter;

People often tend to ignore time,
Piling up work is equivalent to crime, 
Ending up doing our work in haste, 
And our efforts may go waste;

Managing time is the best option,
But the hardest one too,
If we carry out its adoption,
We can very well do;

Our lives would get better,
Our rate of success improves,
We would soon know our ultimate future,
If we manage time;

V. Rupesh Kumar
Standard Xi

Time
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Stephenson or Ready Player One, META is determined to make everything possible in the 
metaverse like, living, working, and as is already possible, playing.

META is not the only company making a metaverse but it sure seems like the only one 
to plant an idea of the concept being a reality into many people’s minds. From investors 
to pop stars, who want to buy planets in the metaverse, have invested great amounts 
of money in the metaverse. Although it could potentially create new jobs, solve certain 
problems, and change the way we live, is embracing the metaverse a really good idea?

Something like the metaverse can create a lot of opportunities for everybody and it would 
bring a different meaning to the word ‘escapism’. Ready Player One is a story about the 
protagonist preventing the fall of OASIS(metaverse) into the hands of a corporate giant. 
The entire story is a warning against something like the metaverse and that people should 
be able to distinguish between the real world and the fantastical. Yet, the metaverse that 
we’re currently so hyped about is completely controlled by a corporate giant like Facebook 
which is already known for disrespecting its users’ privacy for targeted advertisement. 
Imagine a world where everything you see is altered by someone to advertise a product 
that you didn’t even know you needed. That is what META’s metaverse is capable of 
doing.
 
If something like the metaverse should exist, it should be regulated either by the 
governments of the world or be in nobody’s control. It should be something like the 
internet. Even on the internet targeted advertisement exists to a certain degree, but that 
is only when you decide to use certain platforms. Generally, what everybody sees on the 
internet isn’t controlled by one single entity.

“I went to first grade in the Soviet Union. I was subjected to a lot of Soviet propaganda, 
and I was told as a little kid repeatedly: ‘Communism doesn’t exist yet. We haven’t built 
communism yet. We’re building towards communism. But it’s not communism yet. What 
you see around you, this horrible, horrible place, isn’t communism. We’re building towards 
it. It’s going to be great when it gets here. You know, you can smell a bad idea before 
it’s fully built. So I don’t want to hear ‘Oh yeah, the metaverse doesn’t exist yet. No, no, 
no, all this stuff, all this stupid, useless, crappy stuff that exists right now, that’s not the 
metaverse. The metaverse is coming — it’s coming.” - Phil Libin, Founder of Evernote

The metaverse could significantly change the course of humanity, whether that is for the 
good or otherwise only time and how well regulated it is will tell.

Neelesh Sarathy 
Standard Xii
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The main cause of stress on the modern generation is the cut-throat competition prevalent 
in our society. This always puts them under pressure of efficiency and productivity. The 
modern environment is highly competitive and calls for relentless effort on the part of each 
youngster. To achieve the goals they have to devote all their time and capacity, without 
rest. So they have no time to care even for their own selves. They have no time for relaxing 
or to pursue something of their own interest sounds like a luxury to them. The effects of 
this stress on the youth is also visible in their physical being whereby they have increased 
pulses and a lot of tension in their muscles. This has especially increased during the covid 
pandemic where there was  no outdoor activities for close to two years. With increased 
professionalism and specialisation there seems no practical and suitable solution for this 
stress due to the competition. In this age of consumerism, it is not surprising that the 
youth of today are also constantly vying to outdo each other in acquiring material things. 
But now it is high time each one of us sat back in quiet thinking where we are actually 
heading in this high-speed pace. Our health and well-being will have to be our primary 
concern for, as they say, “HEALTH IS WEALTH”. Let us stop living like robots. We are 
humans and have to behave likewise and not like machines which are our own creation.

Vijay Karthick
Standard Xii

Stress

It all happened six and a half years ago (2015), while I was studying in VI Std. I was doing 
my Hindi homework, which was my third language, when my grandmother sat next to 
me. She was keen on knowing the way of writing. Every day she used to do this. Over 
a period of time, I came to know that she was very much interested in learning Hindi. 
She then asked me one day if I could teach her Hindi. Her interest drove me to teach her 
daily. I started getting lots of books exclusively to teach her. I followed proper syllabus 
and proceeded step by step. This helped me score more marks in Hindi and it improved 
my standard in Hindi. As years passed by, she started reading Hindi hoardings and small 
write ups. On the Teacher’s day she gave me a gift and she treated me as a teacher. I 
was overjoyed and was proud of my student. This made me realize that “Learning is a 
process which does not end”.

Tharun Shankar 
Standard Xii

It is Never Late to Learn
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I feel like I am stuck inside an abyss
Wondering if I will ever be able to experience bliss
Every day just seems to pass by
So fast and so slow at the same time, I wonder why
Making us ponder upon the near future
Which has never been a clear picture
Hard work and perseverance is all it takes
To achieve and establish your place
Each of us will be successful in life
Having a unique career to drive
With help and support from the people we are surrounded with
It can turn out better than you thought, is the epimyth.

Sucharitha Sampath
Standard Xii

Uncertainty

Peace. Serenity. Contentment. A mixture of all of these creates the unmatched feeling 
that overwhelms me when I am at the beach, watching the constant ebb of the waves. 
The sun, a fiery orb, looks like it is  gradually receding into the waters below. The sky 
consists of an assortment of shades, a blend of reds, oranges and yellows. The waters 
below mirror this effect. The waves are tinted vermilion, with underlying streaks of blue 
that clash with it.

The contrast created between the dark waters and the luminous sky makes the horizon 
look like a meeting of two worlds the known and the unknown. It is  breathtakingly 
beautiful, and I am speechless as I stand before this magnificent sight.

I felt the rays of the sun starting to warm up my face and arms, as sweat slowly starts to 
trickle down my skin. There was a slight breeze that kept brushing my hair right onto my 
face but I did not mind at all because that breeze felt so cooling on my warmed up skin 
along with the wind came tiny greens of salty sand flying all over the place.

In the distance, I can hear the sound of people talking laughing and dancing to the local 
band playing music. Everything seems so serene. A large white cruise ship was pacing 

Serene Sunset
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itself along the distant horizon as a flock of birds spread their wings and cloaked a soft 
shadow onto the gentle ripples of the water as they gracefully glided by.

For the next few minutes, I just sit there and stare at the sun setting. I start to feel 
peaceful and calm .I feel like time is going by so slow and I am enjoying every minute of 
it, like there is not enough hours in the day. I feel like all the problems that I have are so 
small compared to this big ocean in front of me, and every one of my problems is being 
washed away with the waves, and at that exact moment I feel content with my life. This 
view inspires me, there is something very spiritual about it.

As I sit there and look out into the horizon, the sun has almost set now and just the tip 
is left to disappear into the water. The sky has now changed from yellows and oranges to 
pinks and purples transforming from day to night. Once the sun completely disappears 
into the water, I start to slowly walk back, still taking in the beauty and serenity of it 
all and knowing I cannot get this every day but enjoying every last bit of it. People have 
started to leave the beach now and it is slowly starting to get dark .I look back once and 
take in one last glance of what was the best part of my day.

Shalini Halavaravi
Standard Xii

It wasn’t that long ago that having access to cameras was a luxury. Nowadays, anybody 
with a smart phone can take pictures with ease. But even when we still had to rely on 
Kodak to commemorate our vacations, it was still a massive improvement over the early 
days of photography.Long before traditional cameras, people employed camera obscuras. 
Images projected using this natural phenomenon,  were larger than normal but inverted. 
Functionally, it was like our modern projectors. Some artists would use the projected 
image as a guide or even trace the image, much like a light box. This was the only way 
to preserve the image after turning the device off.

In 1816, Nicephore Niepce successfully made a partial photograph using a camera he built, 
and a paper coated with silver chloride. Unfortunately, he hadn’t figured out how to remove 
the untreated silver chloride, meaning the image was eventually darkened completely by 
the light needed to view it. In the mid-1820s, Niepce used a new sliding wooden camera 
(created by Charles and Vincent Chevalier) to experiment with Bitumen of Judea. Only 
one of the photos from this experiment, View from the Window at Le Gras, has survived.
Louise Daguerre continued to experiment with cameras after Niepce’s death in 1833, 
resulting in the first practical photographic process in 1837. Dubbed the “daguerreotype,” 

The evolution of cameras
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it used silver-plated copper treated with iodine vapour to create images. It was wildly 
successful after debuting to the public in 1839, where photography was introduced  to the 
masses. Normally, having portraits taken was an activity exclusive to the upper classes. 
The cost and amount of time needed to produce such works were unreasonable for most 
working-class people. The speed of the camera, which only increased as time went on, 
made it possible for anybody to have quality portraits.

When photographic film hit the market in 1888, cameras truly began to resemble the ones 
we know today. George Eastman began selling his Kodak cameras, which were affordable 
and small enough for the average consumer to consider. The film inside could hold up to 
100 photos, and the entire device would have to be sent back to the factory for processing 
and printing. In 1900, he introduced the Brownie camera, introducing the snapshot to 
the public. It was during this time that movie cameras went from expensive toys to tools 
with legitimate commercial use.

Another common type of film was 35mm. Typically, cheaper cameras used roll film, 
whereas higher-end would utilize 35mm. Eventually, even lower-grade cameras were 
equipped with 35mm film, although the least expensive cameras would still use roll film. 
Famous camera company Canon had its start during this period, gaining popularity with 
other Japanese cameras after the Korean War. Single-lens reflex (SLR) cameras were 
also gaining traction with the public as the technology made them less bulky. Both SLR 
and twin-lens reflex (TLR) cameras were available previously, but mostly appealed to 
professionals due to both size and cost.

Instant cameras, such as the famous Polaroid, first appeared on the market in 1948. The 
simple nature and ability to print and view photos within minutes made them popular 
with families, even with higher prices at launch. Automatic exposure followed a similar 
story: expensive at first, but quickly catching on among consumers and lowering in cost 
as time went on. All of these elements combined would lead to the earliest digital cameras. 
Unfortunately, the history of the digital camera is far too dense to cover in its entirety 
here, but to give you a rough idea of where they started: the very first digital cameras 
stored their images on floppy disk.

It’s hard to imagine where cameras will go from here when now professional-grade images 
can be produced with nothing but a timer button and a selfie stick. At the same time, 
however, it’s fascinating to think that just over 200 years ago, photographs, as we know 
them, were still experimental. Technology can change drastically in a short amount of 
time; maybe in ten years’ time, we’ll have camera eyes.

S. Sai Karthik 
Standard Viii
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My feet not on the earth,
My head in the clouds, 
Filled with thoughts that,
Bring me closer to heaven

Quiet and elegant,
A life in the dreams,
No pain exists, this is,
The highest state of mind

S. Manasveni 
Standard Xii

reverie

Not doing something will always be faster than doing it. This statement reminds me of the 
old computer programming saying, “Remember that there is no code faster than no code.” 
The same philosophy applies in other areas of life. For example, there is no meeting that 
goes faster than not having a meeting at all. This is not to say you should never attend 
another meeting, but the truth is that we say yes to many things we don’t actually want 
to do. There are many meetings held that don’t need to be held. There is a lot of code 
written that could be deleted.

How often do people ask you to do something and you just reply, “Sure thing.” Three days 
later, you’re overwhelmed by how much is on your to-do list. We become frustrated by our 
obligations even though we were the ones who said yes to them in the first place. Even 
worse, people will occasionally fight to do things that waste time. “Why can’t you just 
come to the meeting? We have it every week.” Just because it is scheduled weekly doesn’t 
mean it is necessary weekly. You don’t have to agree to something just because it exists.
It’s worth asking if things are necessary. Many of them are not, and a simple “no” will be 
more productive than whatever work the most efficient person can muster.

But if the benefits of saying no are so obvious, then why do we say yes so often?

Sourav Gulacha
Standard Xii

The Ultimate Productivity hack is Saying No
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Into the lap of Nature

A place filled with positivity
Where everybody gets into some activity 
Bees buzzing on 
Where new flowers are being born.
Green acres spread all around 
With the presence of fruits and flowers abound 
A space with a lot of peace 
Rendering  soulful keys ….

Beautiful…isn’t it to be a nature lover?
Yes!!that offers so much power 
No matter what problems come 
There is always a way to to face it with a hum 
A place as close a heaven 
Friends who can visit avoiding a tavern 
Minds races in this fresh 
With memories that rush but do not crush…. 

Shraddha 
Standard Xi

Lying on my bed eyes resisting to close, 
Thoughts and angers I try to dispose. 
Thoughts of you stain my mind 
With so many answers I cannot find. 

I ask myself …….
Do you feel empowered? Do you feel strong? 
What did I do to you that was so wrong?
Broken drops of tear in my hand, So many things I do not understand. 
Everything seems like its going down, 
My heart beating is the only sound. 

Priyamvatha Ramaaswamy
Standard Xii

The Shattered Temple (A Woman’s Cry)
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